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Note from the editor
Montana’s special. We remind ourselves o f that all the time,
sometimes with a wry chuckle. It’s not ju st the soaring mountains
and the wide-open prairies; it’s the people shaped by the land. I
learned this a few summers back when several generations hold
ing a reunion in Harlowton took in a bunch o f thunderstormsoaked, lycra-clad cyclists, made us instant family and heaped so
much food on us we couldn’t see straight. Others who travel this
soaring land experience their own epiphany. Graduate students
Michael Coles and Keila Szpaller set out to document the elderly
on the Hi-Line. They, too, found the real Montana. Like a paral
lelogram, a weathering bam leans toward its destiny. Its human
equivalents — “toughies” like Betty and Ike and Bud and Mabel — know they can only
forestall decay. But their spirits are ramrod straight, their hearts open. Look at our “cover
girl,” Betty Ulrich, 85, o f Malta, nicknamed Rattlesnake Red. Keila writes: “Rationally or
otherwise, how could anyone not defend fiercely anything a hitchhiking, horseback-riding,
snake-crushing, valedictorian alpha-female redhead has to say?”
In Germany, writes Billings Gazette reporter Jim Hagengruber, who worked in
Munich last year thanks to an Arthur Bums fellowship, objectivity is honored, but
reporters also write editorials, which appear next to news. Like opinions, beer flows far
more freely, too, thanks to handy vending machines.
J-School alum Gordon Dillow, a reporter with the Orange County Register, fought
his own battle with objectivity as an “embed” with the Marines as they advanced on Baghdad,
he told writer Jessie Childress. He carries on the mission that former Vietnam War reporter
(and former Pollner Fellow) Tam Cheatham tells us is so eloquently expressed on the Civil
War correspondents’ memorial near Antietam Battlefield. The monument memorializes those
‘W hose toil...gave incentive to narrate distant wars and explore dark lands.” Senior Chelsi
Moy relates how Pakistani journalist Ahmed Rashid, an authority on militant Islam, is
encouraging independent journalism in Afghanistan, to help foster a democratic state.
Oklahoman Kevin Kemper also writes about encouragement — o f young Native
American journalists. Initiatives such as the American Indian Journalism Institute, spon
sored by the Freedom Forum and the University o f South Dakota, and Reznet, adminis
tered by UM’s own Denny McAuliffe, are making strides in educating young Native jour
nalists. Kemper, part Choctaw, Cherokee and European, is a good role model. He’s teach
ing at the University o f Missouri-Columbia while earning a Ph.D. in journalism and a J.D.
Our writers tackle several problems young journalists might face. Broadcast pio
neer Av Westin, our 2003 Dean Stone speaker, blasts the commercial influences that have
degraded TV news. Senior Lucas Tanglen tackles remote anchoring of TV news. Dan
D’Ambrosio, who received his M.A. from UM in May, writes about the often-rocky relation
ship between Montana’s press and Gov. Judy Martz. Graduating senior Courtney Lowery
(who also covered the legislative session) updates on the latest biennial battle over access.
Missoulian reporter Michael Moore writes about “not guilty” versus “innocent.” His paper
now uses the former, more accurate term. Graduate Kristen Inbody tackles the embarrass
ment that occurs when gullible journalists swallow satire without checking, as well as the
perils o f competitive rivalry between papers, in the Hi-Line town o f Cut Bank, pop. 2,800.
A growing number o f papers accept commitment or wedding notices from gay
couples, Sheri Venema, an assistant professor at the J-School, writes. In a less controver
sial area, a number of Montana newspapers are trying to attract more young readers with
youth pages, according to senior Hilary Oitzinger. The most successful ones seem to be
those that give greater freedom to those young voices, in choosing, writing and editing
suitable copy for daily newspapers. At least the youth pages seem to be a more high-qual
ity approach to the youth market than some “alt-weaklies” developed for arts and enter
tainment “news” and advertising, at the expense o f good writing that traditional alt-week
lies have often been recognized for, reports Brian Alt-erowitz.
Last, but not least, graduate student Nathaniel C erf gets called a slimebag by
Dave Barry, all in good fun o f course, in an interview with one o f the most successful news
paper humorists. But there’s often a dark side to humorists, too, he notes. Enjoy\
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Big Sky news the Io-way
ABC affiliate in Missoula airs local news,
but it's anchored in Davenport, Iowa

By L u c a s T a n g l e n

Back in Davenport, Phil Doherty, news producer for
TTustin Ware, the Missoula reporter for Big Sky
Big
Sky news, agreed with Ware. “The reporters are
I News, doesn’t mind that the anchors for his show
from
there,” he said. “Everything the anchors say is
aren’t in the same city he is. Or the same state. As
from
someone
who lives in Montana.” Doherty contin
far as he’s concerned, it doesn’t even matter that they’re
ued,
“Think
about
it this way. When you watch the NBC
on the same continent.
“For an anchor, really all you’re doing is reading the evening news and there’s a story about Afghanistan,
words in front of you,” he said. “I don’t care if you’re in you don’t really think Tom Brokaw is there in
Missoula, Montana, Davenport, Iowa or Minsk, Russia.” Afghanistan. It’s the same thing. The reporter is actu
This view on anchoring, as well as other issues in Big ally there.”
That concept of the role of an anchor rubbed Jill
Sky News’ unorthodox way o f doing business, has led to
criticism from TV news people and journalism profes Valley the wrong way. Valley has anchored the news on
KPAX, Missoula’s CBS affiliate, for 12 years. “That’s
sors.
Big Sky News airs on Missoula’s ABC affiliate, really kind of offensive to say that about anchors,” she
said. “That reduces us to actors;
KTMF, at 5 p.m. and 10 p.m.
we’re journalists. If I were an
weekdays. Unlike the local news
actor I’d be in Hollywood.”
shows on the CBS and NBC sta QTjtat reduces us to actors; we're
The Big Sky News anchors’
tions, Big Sky News does not
purnalists.
If
I
were
an
actor
I'd
be
lack
o f a Montana connection is
have anchors, a production staff
obvious
in the broadcasts, Valley
in Hollywood.
or a newsroom in Missoula.
said.
“I
hear them blah-blahWare is the only Big Sky News
Jill Valley, KPAX news anchoy
blahing
and
I know they don’t
employee in Missoula. He works
know
what
they’re
talking about,”
from a desk in the back room,
she
said.
“As
a
news
viewer
myself,
I
have
a problem
the office complex that houses Missoula’s ABC affiliate.
with
that.”
Big Sky News also has reporters based in other
Valley said she once heard a Big Sky News anchor
Montana cities, including Butte, Bozeman, Kalispell
and Great Falls. Each correspondent tracks down, mispronounce the name of former Montana Gov. Marc
tapes, writes and edits three to five stories per day, Racicot as “Rackikot.” The correct pronunciation is
Ware said. By 3 or 3:30 p.m. they send their completed “Roscoe.”
Knowing how to pronounce local names gives a
stories over the Internet to the International News
Network’s headquarters in Davenport, Iowa. There the broadcast, and an anchor, a credibility that comes with
stories are combined into five recorded broadcasts — one being part of the community for a long time. “People
want someone that can pronounce the names and towns
for each Big Sky News city.
Big Sky News went on the air in October 2002. o f the area,” she said. “You’d think if all an anchor has
“The advertising campaign, I’d never seen anything to do is read a script someone would think to learn how
like it with all the billboards and radio ads,” said to pronounce the words. I think Missoulians are more
Denise Dowling, a professor o f radio-television in the sophisticated than that.”
Doherty did concede that some viewers might prefer
University o f Montana School o f Journalism. “Obvi
an
anchor who is more established in the community.
ously they don’t tape it in Missoula, but they certain
“There’s
a little degree of validity in that the anchors
ly presented themselves as being a local, Montana
aren’t
from
there, which could be important from at
thing. That’s a question: How many people know that
least
a
marketing
standpoint,” he said.
they aren’t here?”
Dowling
gave
another
example of pronunciation mixFrom Ware’s perspective, it doesn’t matter where the
up
taking
place
on
Big
Sky
News: “The young lady was
final product is taped. “The fact that the actual bolts are
turned in another state shouldn’t make a difference,” he talking about the bison slaughter by Gardiner, but she
said. “Instead of comparing the anchors on the shows said ‘Gardineer.’”
Even Ware acknowledged that for months the
you should compare the reporters. That’s where the sto
anchors struggled to pronounce the western Montana
ries actually come from.”
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Photo by Sean Sperry
Big Sky News reporter Justin Ware attempts to track down a source on the phone while editing
footage to run that evening. Ware edits, shoots and reports most o f his assignments himself
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town o f Ronan. “It’s pro
nounced Ro-NAN, but they
usually opted for Ro-NIN,”
he said. “I think we’ve final
ly got that one straightened
out. It’s just taking some
time to adjust to covering a
region we haven’t worked in
before, but we’re getting
there.”
Even the pronunciation of
Montana has been ques
tioned by the crew in Iowa.
“Our reporters in Butte and
Kalispell tended to say
‘MON-tan-a’ as opposed to
the more common ‘MonTAN-a,’” Doherty said.
“We’re settled on ‘MonTAN-a.’ I don’t know, maybe
you need to be missing a
certain number of teeth and
wear flannel shirts to say it
the other way,” he said with
a laugh.
The questions o f the con
tent of Big Sky News go
beyond pronunciation. Doh
erty acknowledged that he
initially struggled to know
which stories “might be
really, really important.” In
his first week on the job
Doherty came across a
story on Milltown Dam.
The proposed removal of
the dam has been a contro
versial topic for years — a
major environmental story.
He placed it relatively far
down in the broadcast, not
realizing “that really is a
big deal.”
Since then, Doherty said,
he’s made it his mission to
familiarize him self with the
big issues and stories of
western Montana. “Now I
know far more about cur
rent events in Montana
than in my hometown,” he
said.
Doherty added that he
and some other members of
the Big Sky crew in Iowa are
planning a summer trip to
western Montana. “That’s
going to be really valuable,”

- 2003 MJR
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-----------------------— Big Sky News —
he said. “It really is like getting a correspondents sometimes miss local stuff, but we give the bigger
talking with co-workers face to face. picture of what’s going on around
feel of a different culture.”
When Big Sky News launched an While Ware does talk to Doherty on Montana. This makes it newswor
ad campaign as the show hit the air the phone several times a day, it’s thy for people around the region
waves, a more professional look was not like having someone else in instead of just in one town.”
If, as Dowling and Valley said,
touted as one of its primary fea town. “We have every duty from
tures. As INN’s Web site puts it, “a news director to assignment direc the nature of Big Sky News makes it
tor. We don’t have anyone else to difficult to provide good local cover
big city look without the errors.”
Regardless o f the presence or turn to,” h^ said. “I guess a good age, one might ask why KTMF
absence of factual errors, Big Sky thing about that is there’s no con turned to it.
“It’s economics,” Dowling said.
News has not yet shown a better flicts in the newsroom.”
Dowling said Ware, a 2002 broad “With the economy the way it is we
look than its Missoula competitors,
Dowling said. “Both the local sta cast journalism graduate o f the may see more of it.”
Doherty agreed. “To pay for
tions do a fine, quality, professional University of Minnesota, seems like
he
could
use
some
help
getting
to
anchors,
producers, all the equip
job ,” she said. She went on to
explain one Big Sky News broadcast know Montana. “He’s got absolutely ment, that’s a huge expense every
year,” he said. “This
she’d seen in which the
way a station like
audio and video feeds
KTMF can pay Justin,
were about two sec
I don 't know, maybe you need to be missing
buy a little equipment
onds off from each
wa Wrtain number o f teeth and wear flannel shirts
and they’re set with a
other, making for a dis
local news show.”
tracting discrepancy
to say it the other way.
In addition to Big
between the moving
Sky News, INN pro
lips and the sounds
Phil Doherty
duces a local Davenport
coming from them.
news producer for Big Sky news
show,
a show for
This is not an uncom
on the challenges of pronouncing Montana correctly
Clarksburg, W. Va., and
mon problem, she said,
a
Spanish-language
but it lasted through
broadcast
for
Salt
Lake City, Utah.
much of the show. “This is obviously no history in Montana. He doesn’t
He
said
the
company’s
aim is to
understand
what’s
important,”
she
a huge technical problem and no one
have
a
show
in
every
time
zone to
did anything about it,” she said. said. “He’s alone.”
keep
their
facilities
busy
all
day.
In
one
Februaiy
broadcast,
Big
“That’s disturbing on some level.”
If Big Sky News is successful over
Ware faces some unique chal Sky News led with a story on
the
next couple years it could see
Secretary
of
State
Colin
Powell
lenges as the show’s only Missoula
producers
and more reporters
addressing
the
Senate
Budget
reporter. “Obviously I can’t be on
every story every day,” he said. “So Committee and followed by a story brought to Montana, Ware said.
we try to take a different approach from the Kalispell police and a public Weekend broadcasts are a possibili
and whatever we do cover we make service announcement about an ty for the future, he said.
“We’re the only company doing
that the priority. We find our own ADHD class at Missoula schools.
angle on the story. Since we can’t KPAX led with three newsy, Missoula- news like this that I know of. It’s a
new business
model,”
beat the other stations in the five area stories at 5:30 - the Salish and brand
game we might as well provide an Kootenai tribe’s progress in regaining Doherty said. “If we fail I suppose
control of the bison herds, the release people will laugh at us. But if we
alternative.”
Making his presence known to the of a study on the quality of jobs in succeed . . . ”
That’s not to say Big Sky News
area’s newsmakers and organizations Ravalli County, and the proposal of a
can
never rise to the level of
is another problem for Ware. “No one tourist tax in Hamilton.
Missoula’s
other two news shows,
Doherty said the type of coverage
knows we’re here,” he said. “But we’re
said
Dowling.
“I don’t want to do a
getting to know more and more peo Big Sky News provides can be seen
big
rant
against
Big Sky News,” she
as a strength rather than weakness.
ple we need to be in contact with.”
said.
“But
where
it stands now, they
“We’re
like
a
mini-mini-network,”
he
With only one Big Sky News
aren’t
serving
their
viewers.”
said.
“We
don’t
go
as
in-depth
on
reporter in each city, Ware said the

Lucas Tanglen brought a lot o f sparks to the M ontana Kaim in, where he has copy edited and
will be ch ief copy editor in fall 2003.
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Pot shots in Cut Bank
Competing newspapers play 'king of the hill' on Montana's Hi-Line

B y K r is t e n I n b o d y
'M
s a ferocious wind comes
o ff the snowy mountains o f
G lacier Park and rips
through the frigid streets o f Cut
Bank, Mont., two reporters sit in
a city council meeting. One is
from an upstart newspaper found
ed by a pair o f railroad workers in
the 50s. The other is part o f a
newspaper chain that began near
ly a hundred years ago.
In this Hi-Line town of 2,800,
the Cut Bank Pioneer Press and
the Western Breeze have a 50-year
rivalry that has spurred the two
newspapers to better coverage
and, more recently, a bitterness
that has spilled onto the pages of
the two papers.
In 1992, the owner o f the
Western Breeze, Jim O’Day, and
the co-owner of the Pioneer Press,
Brian Kavanagh, were golf buddies.
O’Day and LeAnne Kavanagh, who
owns the Press with her husband,
shared the “Citizen of the Year”
award given by the Cut Bank Area
Chamber of Commerce.
“We were com petitors, but
friends and friendly competitors,
doing the same thing in the same
town,” Brian Kavanagh said.
O’Day said he loved the rela
tionship between the two papers.
“The competition was good. It
kept both of us more on our feet,”
he said. “We worked as hard as we
could, pushed deadlines back as
far as possible or our news be
comes old.” The Breeze, circulation
1,500, is published on Tuesdays
and Fridays, while the Press, cir
culation 1,600, is published on
Wednesdays.

E E T

A
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Recommendation For Drug
Testing Policy Being Added
To City Hiring Process
By JodyH«ck*y
itM V m frw n EOtor
After the Pledge of Allegiance and roil can. mem
bers of the Cut Bank City Council got down to Dur
ness on Monday evening. Apr 7
The council minutes from Mar 17 March payroll,
and the cash report were all accepted
Superintendent Jim Suta presented a spruced up
report for the water sewer and road departments
During the week of Apni 14 some members of the
city crew will be working on 4th Ave S W replacing
the four inch mainline if weather permits Street crews
e been patching holes on several streets end
.•a m winter duM up from the streets Suta ex-

By the time the next Breeze
came out on Friday, the Breeze
staff had missed its chance to
break the news.
I f there was a school board
meeting on a Monday night, most
weekly newspapers that come out
Tuesday would wait and put the
article in the next week’s paper.
The Breeze doesn’t have that luxu
ry, O’Day said. If they wait on the
story, the Pioneer Press will have
it Wednesday, and it would be old
news by the time it made it into
the next Breeze.
By 2002, the relationship
between the two papers had
soured. O’Day had sold the Breeze
to Kelly Solberg, who did dark
room work for the Press. Kav

Sfl IUCJ»I. PACt

tivai

anagh characterized her as a “for
mer disgruntled employee of ours.”
“Apparently she figured the way
to make her mark was to trash me
personally, as well as the Cut
Bank Pioneer Press, to our mutual
customers,” Kavanagh said. “It’s a
small town and eventually the
back-stabbing gets back to you.”
Solberg said she found Kavanagh’s description o f her laugh
able.
It is the Press people who are
the problem, said Jody Hickey, edi
tor of the Breeze.
“There is stress. We go to cover
an event and they don’t make it a
pleasant experience,” Hickey said.
“Sometimes we’ll be taking a pic
ture and they’ll say, ‘Well, that’s

-------------------------------------- 2003 MJR
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Cut Bank —
not how I want to do it,’ or make tion Cole had worked for the news ple, if some guy was arrested for
paper because she hadn’t worked drunk driving and the news story
snide comments.”
A former Western Breeze for them in several months. She about his arrest mentioned he
employee, Jane Cole, was arrested didn’t mention the whips, chains, lives in a pig sty, reads white
in September and charged as an etc. because Cole has two children, supremacy magazines and cheats
on his wife on a regular basis,”
accomplice in running a metham- Hickey said.
“After the Pioneer Press printed Murphy wrote. “Too much informa
phetamine lab. According to a
Press editorial titled “Shooting the what the police found in her house, tion? But a crime has been com
mitted!”
Bull,” Breeze owner Kelly Solberg
Murphy attacked the Press for
called Brian Kavanagh to request
what
she said was the slanderous
— “as a personal favor” — that the
Could we have left that little
printing of sensationalist details
Press not mention Cole had once
tidbit out o f the story? Sure
in the style of the National
worked at the Western Breeze.
Enquirer.
we could. However, I wasn't
“Could we have left that little
Kavanagh asked in his editorial
tidbit out of the story? Sure we
in too much o f a 'personal
why people seemed less upset
could,” Kavanagh wrote. “However,
favor' type o f mood.9k
about the fact a couple were
I wasn’t in too much of a ‘personal
arrested after allegedly making
Brian Kavanagh
favor’ type of mood.”
drugs two blocks from a school
The Breeze article about the
Pioneer Press owner
than
about what the Press wrote.
arrest did not mention Cole was a
“It
always amazes me the wrath
former employee of theirs or that
goes
in
the direction of the mes
boys
have
picked
on
the
fourthpolice found bondage equipment
senger,”
Kavanagh wrote.
grade
girl
mercilessly,”
Hickley
and filthy conditions, something
Readers
should not be outraged
said.
“We
always
take
the
high
the Press did mention. The Press
because
the
Press dished details
road.”
published her former occupation,
about
the
bondage
equipment
In
a
Breeze
editorial,
former
though not that of the man arrest
found
but
because
“two
young Cut
Breeze
editor
Jo
Ann
Murphy
ed with her.
Bank
children
were
living
in a
wrote,
“It
was
no
more
important
Hickey, the current editor of the
filthy
house
with
loaded
guns,
to
the
overall
story
than,
for
exam
Breeze, said she chose not to men

Independent
22,000 copies, 52 times a year,
reminding western Montanans why

GOOD JOURNALISM MATTERS.
Free thinking
https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss32/1
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r— Cut Bank
whips and chains, etc.,” he wrote.
Yeah, they could be teased, but
what the Press printed is the least
of
the
children’s
problems,
Kavanagh wrote.
The newspapers also traded
accusations of plagiarism.
Brian Kavanagh’s “Shooting the
Bull” editorial accused the Breeze
of copying stories from the Press.
The Breeze countered with an edi
torial of its own, accusing the Press
of the very same thing.
“Who plagarized who?” wrote
Murphy, the former editor of the
Breeze.
The Press sends reporters to
civic events and meetings out of
civic duty, while many times a
reporter from the Breeze won’t be
there, Kavanagh wrote.
“In the next issue of the Breeze,
we are usually treated to informa
tion, articles, quotes, etc., that were
copied straight out of the Pioneer
Press, and with a Breeze reporter’s
name,” Kavanagh wrote.
Just the week before, a Breeze
reporter wrote a city council story
without attending the meeting or
contacting the clerk or councilman
quoted in the story, Kavanagh
wrote. However, the reporter did
spell the councilman’s name wrong,
just like the Press had.
In response to what she called
“that appalling and insulting edito
rial,” Murphy wrote in the Breeze
that she did all her own reporting
and countered with allegations of
her own.
“There were a lot of meetings I
attended that no Press reporter
was present, but a story very simi
lar to mine appeared in the Pioneer
Press after my story ran,” Murphy
wrote.
“Ninety percent of the time my
news came out in the Breeze on
Friday or Tuesday before the same

About the papers
The Pioneer Press is Cut
Bank’s oldest newspaper and
marks its 94th year this year.
Leah and Brian Kavanagh own
the chain. Brain K avanagh’s
great-grandfather started the
Galata Journal in 1910 and
bought the Shelby Promoter in
1922. His grandfather was later
the publisher o f the Promoter,
and his dad took over from him
until retirement in 1995 when
Kavanagh and his wife LeAnne
bought the Pioneer Press and
Promoter.
During Cut Bank’s oil boom
50 years ago, James O’Day and
Vern Mundt founded the Breeze.
Both were railroad men who
worked on the Breeze as a side
job until it became enough to

support them. It was copied onto
colored sheets o f 8 1/2 by 14
paper.
“At the same time when the
economy o f Cut Bank was going
down, our circulation numbers
went up,” Jim O’Day said. He
took over for his father in 1982,
and added more editorial con
tent and removed fluff.
K elly Solberg fulfilled her
dream o f owning a newspaper in
1998 when she and her husband
bought the Western Breeze from
the O’Days. She’s diversified the
business by adding office sup
plies and copy services. She also
changed the new spaper to a
tabloid-sized paper printed on
newsprint “so it looks like an
actual newspaper.”

news came out in the Press,” papers seek to differentiate their
Murphy wrote. “Are the stories sim coverage.
The news in the Press can be
ilar because it was the same facts>
shared among the four newspapers
from the same meeting?”
Kavanagh said he wrote his in the the Golden Triangle newspa
“Shooting the Bull” editorial per chain, which includes the
because he was “tired of having my Press, the Shelby Promoter, Glacier
wife/editor or my reporter come Reporter and The Valierian.
“It’s pretty intimidating knowing
into my office on Friday saying, ‘I
you’re surrounded by four newspa
can’t believe they ran my article.’”
The Western Breeze no longer pers,” Hickey said. “It would be so
subscribes to the Pioneer Press, much easier if they’d cooperate.”
Cut Bank may not need two
Hickey said.
The community has evolved in papers, but it seems to work.
“Most Hi-Line town or any
some ways in response to the strain
between the two newspapers in Montana town only has one,” Kelly
Solberg said. “But (the people of
town.
Community members formerly Cut Bank) still like both newspa
held mini-press conferences for pers. Each offers something differ
both newspapers, but now individ ent. They can support two because
ual interviews are the norm as the they’ve been doing it for 50 years.”

Kristen Inbody worked the speech coverage and feel-good feature beats at the Montana Kaimin
before graduating from the University o f Montana School o f Journalism in 2003. She has been
a reporter for the Jefferson County Courier and Boulder Monitor. This summer she will be an
intern for the Montana Standard in Butte and then participate in the Washington Center for
Politics and Journalism Semester in Washington, D.C.
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‘Representing
the next generation
Montana papers use young writers to interest young readers

By H

il a r y

O

it z i n g e r

t was a brisk Saturday in late
January 2002. The sun glinted
off the little snow left after the
start of another dry winter. Ledah
Wilcox, 16, drove deep into the
Bitterroot Valley and 10 miles up a
dirt road to get an interview with a
girl who trains sled dogs.
“I got there and she wasn’t
there,” Wilcox said. “She told me it
would be OK for me to come up and
then she wasn’t there.”
Wilcox, then a junior at Hellgate
High School, was on assignment for
an article that would run in
Represent, the Missoulian’s youthoriented page.
Represent runs every other
Monday in the western Montana
daily with a circulation of 32,300.
Written entirely by high school stu
dents, the page is one of the best
examples of youth-driven pages
published by newspapers around
the state.
Wilcox did not give up on the fea
ture assignment. She returned to
the girl’s home that afternoon and
was greeted by excited sled dogs
jumping on her.
She conducted her interview
while riding on a four-wheeler with
eight dogs harnessed to the front of
it.
“We moved about the speed of a
bicycle,” Wilcox said. “In fact, the
girl’s friend was riding alongside us
on a bike.”
Journalism allows high school
students, an often-ignored segment
of society, to voice their views to the
community, said Wilcox, who wrote
articles and took photographs for

I
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Photo by Sean Sperry
Missoulian City Editor Lynn Schwanke holds up a recent " Represent" page fo r a student
editorial meeting at the Missoulian. The " Represent" section is written and photographed
by Missoula area high school students.

Represent for two years. As a senior
at Hellgate she was the editor of her
school newspaper, the Lance.
“I see how teens’ opinions are not
listened to or valued or are seen as
passing phases,” Wilcox said. “I
don’t think that’s the case. I see
journalism as a way to prove other
wise.”
Montana
newspapers
have
caught on to the national trend of
including pages written by or geared
toward teens.

Newspaper readership by the 1535 age group is well below that of
older citizens. This statistic sug
gests a market for youth-oriented
page for 12-20-year-olds or another
niche page targeted at 20-35 year
olds.
The Billings Gazette, which has a
circulation of 50,000, started the
Tempo page more than 18 years ago.
In an Internet-dominated age,
attracting young readers is especial
ly important, because youth reader-
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— Next Generation
ship is much lower today than 20 and is rarely concerned with which them during the summer with an
years ago, editor Steve Prosinski video game is hot at the moment, offer to work on the Midway
Dispatch, reporting on the Missoula
Schwanke said.
said.
County Fair.
Students
have
written
about
a
“We still believe that the newspa
“When you send these kids back
gay
teen’s
experiences
in
school
and
per is still the great source of accu
with
the power to turn those stories
his
trials
throughout
the
“coming
rate information,” Prosinski said.
around
they come back with confi
out”
process,
the
recent
war
protest
The goal is to “develop a newspaper
dence
and
high expectations for
walk-out
staged
at
Hellgate
High
reading habit.”
The Helena Independent Record, School, a used bookstore and a col their high school papers,” Schwanke
though a much smaller paper, with a umn about a recent graduate who said.
The Helena Inde
circulation of 13,719,
pendent
Record’s Fusion
began running a youth
is
the
only
youth-written
It's not easy, it's like giving birth.
page two years ago.
page
in
the
state com
“If you’re trying to
Its a miracle every time that paper comes^out.
posed
entirely
by high
attract every possible
Margaret
Belisle
school
freshmen.
A class
reader this page can
at
Helena
High
School
English teacher
work in any market,”
writes
and
photographs
said Dave Shors, editor
it and designs many of
of the Independent
the
graphics.
died
in
a
helicopter
crash
during
an
Record. “The information is so
“We need to encourage [youth] to
attainable; targeted products create Army training exercise.
be
a part of what we do,” editor Dave
Community
feedback
is
usually
a great opportunity to bring in read
Shors
said. “It’s a really fun and
positive,
said
Cal
FitzSimmons,
ers.”
viable
way
to be involved in the com
managing
editor
of
the
Missoulian.
The Missoulian’s Represent page
munity
discussion.”
“[Represent]
seems
to
have
a
gen
has only been around for five years
The teachers and the newspaper
but has already won awards for eral appeal,” FitzSimmons said.
excellence in youth journalism from “Anything involving gay rights and paired up to do the page with hopes
gay teens ends up causing a great of improving student writing, said
the national Youth Editors Alliance.
“There are young people every amount of hand-wringing in the Laura Tode, editor of the page and
where and their voices should be community. I think the topics are “newspapers-in-education” reporter
for the Independent Record.
heard,” said Lynn Schwanke, city really strong.”
She goes into classes and talks
Schwanke does a good job of guid
editor of the Missoulian. “I think all
newspapers should feature them ing the team through the battles of about journalism ethics, reporting
and not just write about them but journalistic integrity and reputa and design a couple times a week.
The class puts out six issues a
let them write about something tion, FitzSimmons said.
year.
The first issue, when students
“She gives them just enough free
they’re qualified to write about ...
are
still
learning the ropes, takes
It’s important to have kids’ voices dom but also keeps them within our
eight
to
10
weeks. Once they’ve got
talking to other kids. There’s a kind guidelines,” FitzSimmons said.
the
ball
rolling
they churn out
The Missoulian treats the 20-orof a little purity in their language
issues
every
four
or
five weeks.
so team members as freelance jour
that adults edit out.”
“There
comes
a
moment,
this sort
Represent alternates every Mon nalists. Their pay is determined by
of
like
perfect
moment
in time
day with the 4U page, which fea the prominence of their stories and
where
these
kids
get
it,”
Tode
said.
photographs
on
the
page.
A
large
tures various projects produced by
“It’s
when
they’re
maxed
out
on
centerpiece
story
earns
its
writer
single classrooms or events from ele
learning.
It’s
like
a
freight
train.
$20,
as
does
a
large
centerpiece
mentary to high schools.
High school students on the photo. A shorter story is worth $10- You can’t stop it.”
Instead of running movie and
Represent team, recruited through $15.
video
game reviews like many other
At
the
end
of
the
year,
the
journalism classes, write and report
pages
do, Fusion features a book
Missoulian
awards
$100
scholar
all stories featured on the page. The
review
called “Lost in a Book.”
ships
to
all
seniors
on
the
team
who
students come up with the story
“At
the
beginning of the year I
meet
point
requirements
by
being
ideas and take most of their own
tell these young people that I want
photographs without coaching by published.
Networking with teachers is the you to write this page so that my
Schwanke.
“I don’t bring up topics,” most important advice Schwanke grandparents know what’s impor
Schwanke said. “I say, ‘OK kids, offers to anyone looking to start a tant to you,” Fusion said. “This is
what’s going on in the schools and youth-written page. She gets the not about your opinion. This is
what do you think about the pages?’ names and phone numbers of prom about something bigger.”
The students must know that
because we try to keep a respect for ising journalists from the school
newspapers and journalism, or even they own the page, Tode said.
each other.”
The page tackles serious topics English, classes and then calls on “Honestly, I think that ownership is
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Next Generation

Photo by Sean Sperry
Enjoying lollipops and pizza, high school student journalists Lacey Hawkins, left, and Kelly Simonson criticjue the previous w eeks
"Represent" section in the Missoulian. The section's writing and photography is produced by high school students in and around the
Missoula area.

The page does not run stories photo essay and numerous poems
most important; that’s really been
that
aren’t good enough to be pub about the Yellowstone atmosphere.
the cornerstone of the page here,”
“Students want to be treated like
lished,
Schulz said. Improvement is
Tode said. “If young people pick up
adults
with real-world problems,”
necessary
for
publication.
the paper and they see the usual
Schulz
said.
“It’s important for the
“Everybody
plays
on
this
team,”
suspects spouting off the usual crap
public
to
see
that there are young
Schulz
said.
“You
don’t
just
sit
on
it doesn’t give them ownership.”
people,
14-year-olds,
tapping into
the
bench,
and
in
order
to
play
you
Teachers originally selected out
standing students for the class. have to have certain skills and you issues.”
Compared to fellow students in
Now, however, the school randomly have to practice.”
other
English classes, Fusion stu
The page excludes “fluff,” Schulz
chooses the group of about 20 fresh
dents
edit their own work more
said. When he and the other Fusion
men.
before
turning
it in, and their writ
The class is diverse on purpose, teachers looked at youth pages from
ing
is
improving
faster, said
said Jim Schulz, who teaches the all over the country, many were
Margaret
Belisle,
who
teaches the
earth science component of the block “talking about pretty shallow
English
component
of
the block
class. The goal is to get everyone issues,” Schulz said. “We’ve got stuff
class.
that
we
think
are
really
valid,
hard
published despite his or her writing
“The kids are able to have an
hitting issues.”
ability.
audience of about 30,000 people and
Disney
awarded
Schulz
a
teacher
“For years I’ve looked at theater
as a result are learning to write bet
and athletics,” Schulz said. “They of the year grant, which he used to
ter,”
Belisle said. ‘You write better
had a certain amount of content they take the Fusion class to Yellowstone
when
you write for a purpose.”
had to acquire but there was a cer National Park to explore and write
Getting
20 freshmen to put togeth
tain amount of drill, too. There was a about the park. An entire issue was
er
a
newspaper
page is not easy.
dedicated to this trip, featuring a
purpose to their performance.”
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__Next Generation
“I make sure that they experience
a job well done, that they know
they’ve put in the time and effort,”
Belisle said. “It’s not easy, it’s like
giving birth. It’s a miracle every
time that paper comes out.”
The Great Falls Tribune puts out
Class Act, which is geared predomi
nately toward high school students,
as well as a new Life section, which
is geared toward young people in
their 20s and 30s.
Class Act is reported, written and
photographed by a team of students
from the high schools and middle
schools in and around Great Falls.
The page also contains some wire
stories but no staff-written stories.
“We do want this page to be read
by youth,” said Tribune editor Jim
Strauss. Kids don’t want a page that
tells them how to become model cit
izens, and they don’t want more cov
erage of the high achievers who
already get a lot of credit, he said.
Tom Kotynski, the Tribune’s asso
ciate editor who supervises the
page, recruits a student panel from
middle school and high school jour
nalism
and
English
classes.
Students pick all of the story topics.
The page often runs soft news,
such as movie, CD and video game
reviews, but it also runs hard news,
Kotynski said. Articles have covered
controversial issues such as commu
nity service as a graduation require
ment and the dangers of a popular
local waterslide. The local govern
ment repaired the waterslide after a
public outcry.
“Sound O ff’ and “Face O ff’ edito
rials focus on issues from interna
tional war and peace to parking at
the high schools.
The Billings Gazette’s Tempo is a
single-page teen feature organized
by managing editor Dan Carter.
Tempo, which has been published
for 18 years, focuses mostly on
issues relevant to high school-age
students, said Steve Prosinski, edi

tor of the Gazette. Occasionally,
however, the page can drift into the
affairs of elementary schools and
universities.
Gazette staff and wire sources
contribute half the page’s content,
but Prosinski recognizes that it’s
critical for the content to connect
with the kids.
“If you write a page for the kids’
parents or base it on what you think
kids are interested in, the kids will
get turned off,” Prosinski said.
“Then you haven’t done anyone any
good, the kids or the newspaper.”
“My favorite part is watching or
seeing how young writers or kids
connect to the community at large,”
Carter said. “It’s when they reach
out to their parents and community
to really let them know what’s on
their mind.”
Tempo recently featured a pointcounter-point on the war in Iraq as
its centerpiece. “I’ve had adults
call,” Carter said. “Occasionally we
have a negative response but for the
most part people realize this is a
forum for teenagers to get their
views out there.”
Smaller circulation newspapers
in Montana offer little youth-written voice within their pages*.
However, this doesn’t mean that
these papers don’t care about youth
readership.
The Sidney Herald-Leader, which
has a circulation of 3,520, looks to
teachers for story ideas through its
Newspapers In Education program.
The paper also runs an education
page to showcase stories about local
kids.
“I think it helps with readership,
and the parents read a lot more
when they see their kids in the
paper,” said Bill Vanderweele, editor
of the Leader.
The Havre Daily News, which
has a circulation of 4,600, is begin
ning to feature more youth-oriented
content, editor Karen Datko said. It

runs a kids’ page from the wire and
a science column produced by
NASA.
The paper also occasionally runs
“Arts and Entertainment,” features
on kids involved in arts or music,
Datko said. There is also a guest col
umn, sometimes written by kids,
that gives a voice to a local volun
teer organization, Healthy Comm
unities, Healthy Youth.
Some Montana newspapers, how
ever, have resisted the youth page
trend. With growing circulations,
they find it unnecessary to attract
every possible reader.
The Bozeman Chronicle, with a cir
culation of 16,537, has seen its readership go up 15 percent in the last four
years, editor Bill Wilke said. He sees
no need for a youth-written page.
Frank Miele, editor of the
Kalispell Daily Inter Lake, with a
growing circulation now at about
17,350, agreed. “I think, ultimately,
newspapers need to sell their
strengths. All our pages need to be
geared toward a general interest,”
he said.
For teens like Missoula’s Ledah
Wilcox, however, teen pages are an
important forum for expression that
will ultimately benefit newspapers.
“It has to do with teens wanting
to try to break out of the box that
people try to put them in,” Wilcox
said. “Something that they feel is
going to keep them in that same
place, is gonna keep them stagnant,
is not going to interest them.”
Teen journalism allows high
school students to disseminate their
opinions outside the world of their
peer groups. Evidently, communities
are paying attention; readers are
calling editors with rave reviews or
concerned complaints, but they are
reading, and that’s the point, editors
of youth pages repeatedly said.
“There’s nothing that people lis
ten to more than the press, and to be
a part of that is power,” Wilcox said.

H ilary Oitzinger is a senior at the University o f M ontana m ajoring in print journalism and
psychology. She often fe e ls the need fo r two different personalities in order to contend with
her eclectic double-m ajor but hopes to edit a psych ological journal one day.
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Gov. Judy
M artz, left,
answers
questions
from
Montana
Kaimin
reporter
Madeleine
Creevy at the
University o f
Montana.

Photo By
Sean Sperry

Blacklists, lapdogs and dirty laundry
Gov. Judy Martz has had a strained relationship with the
Montana press, but it could be getting better
By Dan D'A mbrosio
n Jan. 25, 2002, the
Missoulian ran a scathing
editorial about Gov. Judy
Martz that took the form o f an
alternative speech to the State of
the State address Martz had deliv
ered two days earlier to the
Legislature in Helena.
M artz’s actual speech, the
Missoulian said, wasn’t particular
ly good, which was why she should
have given the speech they were
proposing. The Missoulian called
its speech the State o f Judy Martz
address. Its premise, written in the
voice o f the governor, was: “I’ve
tried everything else, w ithout

O
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much luck, so the only thing left is
to, well, be completely honest with
you.”
Pretty clever. But as editorial
page editor Steve Woodruff played
out the premise, things got surpris
ingly ugly, and the editorial became
another chapter in the rocky rela
tionship between Montana’s head
o f state and the media.
“Whatever the opposite o f the
Midas touch is, I’ve got it,” writes
Woodruff, pretending to be Martz.
“I get no respect. People make
fun o f the things I say ... People
won’t stop saying how dumb Judy
Martz is. That hurts my feelings,”

Woodruff/Martz continues.
And later: “Truth be told, I never
gave all that much thought to what
a governor does. I never really paid
much attention before diving into
politics. This is all pretty new to me
... I don’t have all the answers.
Actually, I don’t have any of the
answers.”
A couple of weeks later, the real
Judy Martz paid a visit to the
Missoulian’s offices in Missoula,
where she personally told Woodruff
that what he had done was “mean
... vindictive and cruel.”
“You had great disdain for me,
disrespect for my ability to think,
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As it turned out, Martz was
and it had nothing to do with the Missoulian quoted Martz as saying.
right
not to worry about the Arco
As for her purchase from Arco of
issues,” the Missoulian reported
land
deal,
as she was acquitted in
80
acres
o
f
land
near
her
home
in
Martz as saying to Woodruff.
June
2002
o f any wrongdoing by
Rocker
for
64
percent
of
what
it
After upbraiding W oodruff for
the
state
political
practices com
was
worth,
according
to
an
apprais
what he had done, Martz went on
missioner.
al
paid
for
by
Lee
Newspapers
of
to defend some o f her gaffes from
Martz’s confrontation with the
the preceding months, saying she Montana, Martz told the Missoul
Missoulian
and its editorial writer,
ian
she
welcomed
a
coming
investi
didn’t regret characterizing envi
ronmental groups as “obstruction gation into the transaction, and Steve Woodruff, encapsulates the
ists” to an audience of “logging sup that she didn’t “have time to worry state o f the governor’s relationship
porters,” because that’s how the about that.” Johnson broke the with the press nicely. Fond o f char
groups she had in mind defined story after receiving a tip from a acterizing herself as a “garbage
lady from Butte,” Martz, who ran a
themselves — determined as they source.
“She felt the Arco land was a garbage collection business with
were to “stop logging and removal
of trees from the burned acreage” personal, family matter,” Johnson her husband, often responds to
said o f Martz’s reaction to his cov media barbs the way you might
in the Bitterroot Valley.
Martz did regret, however, tak erage. “We felt it was a legitimate expect a garbage lady from Butte to
respond — like someone without
ing on the “lapdog of industry”
much experience dealing with
label early in her administra
M ore than any other politician
the press.
tion, which she said was an inac
Compounding the sometimes
j
dealt
with
in
nearly
10
years
curate quote to begin with.
difficult
relationship, Johnson
The pedigree o f the lapdog
o f covering M ontana politics,
says
he
isn’t
sure that Martz
quote is a bit complicated.
Governor
M
artz
took
things
makes
a
distinction
between edi
According to Lee State Bureau
torial
page
writers,
such as
personally
and
reacted
personally
C hief Chuck Johnson, it all
Woodruff,
and
reporters.
began when bureau reporter
Kathy McLaughlin
Johnson found Martz’s thin
Erin Billings, who has since
former Lee State Bureau reporter
skin and visceral responses a
moved on to work for Roll Call in
- remarkable contrast to former
Washington, D.C., was asked by governor Racicot’s surgeon-like
stateline.org to profile governorfinesse
in dealing with the press.
story, given the issues involving
elect Martz.
Racicot
was so slick with his
“Erin interviewed her and said, Arco before the state.”
answers
that
Johnson finally took
As governor, Martz was in the
‘Some o f your critics say you’re a
to
recording
them
so he could sit
lapdog o f industry. How do you position o f advising the Environ
down
with
a
transcription
later and
mental Protection Agency on Super
respond?”’ Johnson said.
try
to
figure
out
what
Racicot
had
Martz responded that if being a fund sites involving Arco, which is
actually
said.
the
reason
the
Democratic
Party
lapdog o f industry meant helping
“What he said were like Chinese
industry establish itself in Mon filed an ethics complaint against
proverbs,”
Johnson said. “He would
her
on
Aug.
30,
2001,
contending
tana, bringing jobs along with it,
qualify
everything.”
that
she
had
received
the
equiva
then she guessed she was one.
Martz, on the other hand, seems
Martz repeated the story, using the lent of an illegal gift from Arco. The
to
simply blurt out whatever hap
governor
paid
$24,000
for
land
the
label on herself again, in a speech to
pens
to be on her mind.
appraiser
hired
by
Lee
Newspapers
the Montana Taxpayer’s Assoc
“Racicot
was very controlled,”
said
was
worth
$37,700.
In
fact,
iation. Then Associated Press stateJohnson
said.
“He was very cau
Arco
paid
the
M
ontana
Tech
house reporter Bob Anez picked up
tious
and
never
said anything he
Foundation
$70,000
for
the
land
the story, and the lapdog label was
didn’t
want
to.
(Martz)
is more free
two
years
previously
as
part
o
f
a
off and running.
wheeling, which is nice. (Racicot)
Martz told the Missoulian in her larger transaction.
Johnson said it wasn’t his idea to was hard to get a good quote out of.
confrontation with W oodruff that
she wished she had disavowed the have the appraisal done o f the land Martz is very quotable, very blunt
comment “as soon as it was pub Martz had purchased from Arco, and answers the question.”
But there is a downside to
lished” and that she was nobody’s but he agreed with the decision.
M
artz’s
freewheeling style, said
The bureau chief found him self in
lapdog and never had been.
former
Lee
State Bureau reporter
She did want to work with an awkward position when the
Kathy
McLaughlin,
who covered
industry, though, and that was the Democrats announced their ethics
Martz
extensively
and
broke some
complaint against Martz.
essential point.
of
the
most
damaging
stories.
“The Democrats filed a complaint
“I’m dedicating part o f my week,
“More than any other politician I
part of three days a week, to call based on my stories,” Johnson said.
dealt
with in nearly 10 years o f cov
“They
had
a
press
conference
and
companies and let them know we
ering
Montana politics, Governor
handed
out
my
stories.”
are open for business ...” the
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Martz —
Martz took things personally
and reacted personally,”
McLaughlin said. “I think
it’s the kind o f reaction you’d
get if you wrote a controver
sial story about any random
person with absolutely no
experience in the public eye
— she reacts with her gut.
“She is most times downto-earth, friendly and very
likable. But if I wrote a story
that she didn’t like, she
would act as though it were
a personal slight or insult
and that I was trying to hurt
her personally,” McLaughlin
said.
“I tried to explain time
and again that I didn’t have
a personal stake in the sto
ries, but she seemed always
to be looking for my hidden
motivation,” she said. “I
remember after one run of
stories regarding tobacco
taxes and the tobacco trust,
she wanted to know if I was
a smoker — as if that would
tell her my ‘agenda.’ Very
odd.”
McLaughlin contrasted
Martz’s style with that of
Racicot, her outrageously
popular predecessor, by giv
ing an example of how each
would react to a negative
story.
“I’m mad at you,” Martz
would say.
“I didn’t like the tone of
your story,” Racicot would
say, in his more sophisticated
way.
But
like
Johnson,
McLaughlin did see an
upside to Martz’s unguarded
responses.
“I’ll give Governor Martz
credit for at least being hon
est about her reactions,”
McLaughlin said. “Not that
that made her easier to deal
with.”
McLaughlin said when
she left the Lee State
Bureau in May 2002 for
China, where she is working
for a publisher o f trade mag
azines, the state o f Martz’s
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press relations could be
summed up in one word:
bad. Or maybe two words:
really bad.
“Calls went unanswered,
the governor randomly chose
who to talk with and exclud
ed some reporters because
she was ‘mad’ at them,”
McLaughlin said. “She had
no press conferences for gen
eral questions and getting an
answer was very, very diffi
cult. Minus the name-calling,
I always thought there were
vast similarities between her
relations with reporters and
those of Gov. Jesse Ventura
[of Minnesota]. Very antago
nistic.”
McLaughlin broke many
controversial stories about
Martz, including the one that
probably hurt her the most
— the Shane Hedges deba
cle. Hedges was Martz’s cam
paign manager, widely cred
ited with being primarily
responsible for her defeat
o f Mark O’Keefe in the 2000
election. After Martz’s victory,
Hedges became one of her key
policy advisers.
On the night of Aug. 15,
2001, Hedges and several
key Republicans, including
House Majority Leader Paul
Sliter, R-Somers, were gath
ered at a popular steakhouse
in Marysville, 25 miles
northwest o f Helena, to dis
cuss political strategy over
dinner. When dinner ended,
Sliter and Hedges left to
gether in Hedges’ sport utili
ty vehicle and started down
the winding dirt road that
led back to Helena.
Hedges, who had been
drinking and was later
shown to have a blood alcohol
content of 0.15 — 1 1/2 times
the legal limit at the time of
0.10 — lost control of his
vehicle and rolled it down an
embankment. Sliter was
thrown from the vehicle and
killed instantly. Hedges sur
vived with a few bumps and
bruises.

UM J SCH O O L

The Old

Curiosity
Shop
The Independent R ecord
new sroom is almost a
J S chool alumni association.
Eight members o f our
news team — Carolynn
Bright, Thomas M endyke,
Tom Cotton, Sheila
Habeck, Jon Ebelt, Jason
M ohr, Martin Kidston and
Francis Davis — are UM
graduates
Our readers benefit from
the standard set and the
skills taught at UM .
A nd the natural curiosity
that brings journalists to
this work.

I ndependent R ecord
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— Martz
In the aftermath of the accident,
Hedges claimed he couldn’t re
member who was driving, forcing
authorities to use forensic evidence
to show that it was in fact him. He
ended up resigning his position as
an adviser for Martz and served a
six-month sentence in a pre-release
center.
The governor got into the middle
o f the story by taking Hedges back
to the governor’s mansion from the
hospital and washing his blood
stained clothing. When the high
way patrol showed up later to
claim the “evidence,” they informed
Martz that she should not have
laundered it, because it was tam
pering with evidence.
Chalk it up to motherhood, said
Martz, who had made it clear on
num erous occasions that she
thought o f Hedges as a son. When
she saw the bloody clothes her first
instinct was to throw them into the
washing machine, she said.
“He meant a lot to her,” said
M issoulian
reporter
Ericka
Schenck Smith. Smith covered
Martz from June 2001 to October
2002. “It sounded odd, but it was
true. She’s very human.”
In another incident she used to
illustrate Martz’s humanity, Smith
recounted her coverage o f the gov
ernor’s announcement o f a special
session, which included a mention
of the tears welling up in the gover
nor’s eyes, disappointed as she was
in the necessity o f bringing the
Legislature back together to deal
with the budget crisis.
Mary Schwartz, the governor’s
spokeswoman at the time, told
Smith that Martz did not cry.
“I saw what I saw,” Smith
replied.
M cLaughlin and AP reporter
Bob Anez, who declined to be inter

viewed for this story, followed each
bizarre tw ist and turn o f the
Hedges saga, and were generally at
the forefront o f the coverage of
Martz.
“Bob and Kathy were the two
most aggressive reporters,” Smith
remembered. “Kathy had an amaz
ing network o f sources and I have
no idea who they were.”
Which is probably why Anez and
McLaughlin are thought by most
observers to have been the only two
reporters who made it onto Martz’s
infamous “blacklist,” although no
one knows for sure.
The blacklist came to light in
Kalispell last May when Martz
addressed the Montana Logging
Association. She told the trade
group that she was no longer
granting interviews to some o f the
reporters covering her because
they wrote “misleading stories.”
Martz went on to say that she
would only accept written questions
from these unnamed reporters, and
in fact both Anez and McLaughlin
were subsequently asked to submit
written questions. The AP refused
on behalf o f Anez, while M c
Laughlin reluctantly agreed, John
son said. “While we weren’t very
happy having to do that, we felt if
that’s what we had to do to get an
swers to our questions, we would.”
Johnson added that Lee would
not be likely to submit written
questions again, however, and it
turned out it wasn’t necessary, as
Martz’s blacklist soon faded away.
One reporter not on the short
lived blacklist was Mike Dennison
of the Great Falls Tribune, who says
he’s always had a good relationship
with the governor. In addition to
leaving him off the blacklist, Martz
has never even told him that she
was mad at him. Dennison believes

there’s a simple reason for that.
“I haven’t broken the stories
that got her in trouble,” he said.
Dennison said Martz has “an
incredible tin ear” for a politician and
that she often doesn’t mean things
the way they end up sounding.
There was the time, for example,
when she said her husband didn’t
beat her because she never gave
him a reason to, severely upsetting
the Women’s Lobby, which said
Martz “trivializes the dangers of
domestic violence and belittles its
victims.”
Dennison says Martz’s office is
actually more responsive to re
porters than Racicot ever was,
because they know she’s unpopu
lar, and they make extra efforts to
be accommodating.
“Racicot didn’t care,” Dennison
said. “He wasn’t going out o f his
way.”
If Martz is improving her rela
tionship with the press, some of the
credit should probably go to Chuck
Butler, the new communications
director she hired away from Blue
Cross/Blue Shield last December.
“I know [Martz’s relationship
with the press] hasn’t always been
as good as it needs to be or should
be,” Butler said. “In my opinion,
since Jan. 2 we have reached out to
the press.”
To prove his point, Butler cited
the weekly press conference Martz
now holds with the Capitol press
corps every Friday, and her visits
with the editorial boards of every
major daily in the state. He also
said she is always accessible to the
press for a quick question.
“The governor needs the press,
and the press needs the governor,”
Butler said.
And who could argue with that?

Dan D ’Ambrosio received his M A . in journalism from UM in May. He spent spring semester as
the Community News Service reporter covering the Montana Legislature. He is also director o f
publications for Adventure Cyclist magazine.
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Access-cutting measures collapse in Legislature
Bills threatening freedom of information lacked popular
support but 'robust discussion'proved beneficial
By C ourtney Lowery
In the 2003 Legislative session,
the public’s access to government
information survived what one
Freedom of Information defender
called “the most important discus
sion on people’s right to access the
government since the Constitutional
Convention of 1972.”
John Shontz, who lobbies for the
Montana Newspaper Association,
said of the 20 bills the Association lob
bied on this session, the most threat
ening and ironically, the most produc
tive, was Senate Bill 142, sponsored
by Sen. Walt McNutt, R-Sidney. The
bill died when McNutt withdrew it
mid-session, but that wasn’t the true
victory for freedom of information.
The true victory was the “important
discussion,” Shontz said.
The bill dovetailed the national
Homeland Security buzz that
ensued after Sept. 11, 2001, and the
onset of the war in Iraq. Although
the bill reads that it was requested
by the department o f administra
tion in Gov. Judy Martz’s office, offi
cials say it was actually requested
by several disaster and emergency
officials in the state who wanted the
power to withhold information from
the public if it could “threaten pub
lic safety or the safety o f an elected
public officer.” This sentiment
comes directly from the federal
level, where federal agencies are
pushing for states to withhold any
information that could be danger
ous, said Martz spokesman, Chuck
Butler. The bill would have given
elected officials, judges and public
employees greater privacy, with the

goal o f protecting Montana’s public
works, such as dams, electrical grids
and telecommunication networks,
from terrorists.
In the last few hours before
McNutt withdrew the measure,
Attorney General Mike McGrath
came out in strong opposition to the
bill, and the governor’s office also
backed away quickly.
“People from every political spec
trum all came to the same conclu
sion,” Shontz said.
That conclusion was two-fold, he
said. First, McGrath, Butler and
others agreed that Montana’s 1972
Freedom o f Information Act was
strong enough and crafted so care
fully that the bill was simply moot.
Second, as Butler said, “We would
trust the good judgment of the jour
nalists and others in Montana to
respect it if there was a crisis.”
That conclusion came after the
Martz administration watched how
the media dealt with the war in Iraq.
“The reporters who were in Iraq
covering the war — they knew what
was going on and you can be gosh
dam sure that they wouldn’t say
something that was going to put the
men and women in those troops in
danger,” said Butler, a former
reporter himself. “We believe that
the journalists in Montana would do
likewise.”
McGrath said while the discus
sion o f the public’s right to know
wasn’t something that happens in
the Capitol every day, the balance
between the right to know and the
private rights o f individuals and

that of the safety of the state is
always a struggle in his department.
Other bills on the freedom-ofinformation radar screen this ses
sion included Senate Bill 37, which
started out innocuously enough - as
a
bill
generally
toughening
Montana’s penalties for driving
under the influence. Halfway
through the session, the House
Judiciary Committee amended in a
provision, pushed by the Montana
Tavern Association and the Montana
Beer and Wine Wholesalers Ass
ociation, that was designed to give
first-time DUI offenders “incentive”
to take a breathalyzer. As part of the
incentive, the first offense would be
confidential —just between the police
and the offender. The “masking provi
sion,” as some called it, drew strong
fire from insurance lobbies and from
county attorneys across the state. In
the end, the chairman of the House
Judiciary Committee killed the bill
by postponing it until after a crucial
deadline.
“I don’t think I’ve ever carried a
bill with more enemies,” said Rep.
Jim Shockley, R-Victor.
Overall, the fundamentals of the
Freedom of Information Act weren’t
tarnished in the session, but even the
advent of such issues brought a
robust discussion that had been far
too silent in the past few years,
Shontz said.
“Everybody came to the conclu
sion that yes, it is working,” he said
adding that the debates were benefi
cial “not just for the press, but any
person.”

Courtney Lowery graduated from the University o f Montana School o f Journalism m 2003 and
worked in Helena covering the legislative session for the Lee State Bureau. She will begin
working for The Associated Press this summer.
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Not guilty of lying to readers
Newspapers drop the "innocent" act

By M ichael M oore

or the past 15

F

years I took part
in a fraud perpe

trated upon readers of
my

newspaper,

the

Missoulian.
I did so consciously, though
under duress. W hen confronted,
I cast blam e on others.
Some m ight think it a small,
insignificant thing, but I bristled
at the lie we told readers and our
explanation for it. That explana
tion suggested, at least to me,
that new spaper reporters and
editors were too stupid or care
less to get the truth into the
paper.
But now I am free. My new
publisher, John VanStrydonck,
has liberated our paper from the
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lock-step guideline im posed upon
us by the journalist’s so-called
bible, The A ssocia ted P ress
Stylebook.
Starting early this year, the
M issoulian quit reporting that
crim inal defendants pleaded
“innocent” to crimes. Nor do we
report that ju ries have found
defendants “innocent.” They are
now, quite properly, “not guilty.”
We ceased this practice for the
best o f reasons.
“Well, it’s a lie, and w e’re not
in the business o f publish ing
lies,” VanStrydonck told me rec
ently. “This is som eth in g we
know is factually w rong every
time we do it, yet w e’ve contin
ued to do it.”
To m ake things w orse, our
explanation for foisting this lie
upon readers was that we could
n’t be trusted to print what, for
lack o f a better phrase, I’ll call
the truth. It is, in fact, a central
truth o f our judicial system, but

I’ll get back to that later.
So, there it is, on page 122 of
The Associated Press Stylebook,
under the word “innocent.”
“Use innocent, rather than not
guilty, in describin g a d efen 
dant’s plea or a ju ry ’s verdict, to
guard against the w ord ‘n ot’
being dropped inadvertently.”
The reasoning behind this per
sistent bit o f journalistic fiction
is sound, i f a bit paranoid. It
goes like this: I f we are in the
practice o f using the phrase “not
guilty,” som eone, an editor, a
reporter, eventually w ill leave
out the “not.” M aybe it’ll ju st be
a bad keystroke. Or maybe the
reporter is w riting his fifth story
o f the day and is too tired to see
straight.
Think it can’t happen? It hap
pened to my boss, M issoulian
editor Mike Mclnally.
Even with the A P’s rule in
place, M cln a lly once w rote a
story where he said the defen-
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Not Guilty —

photo by Sean Sperry

d a n t p le a d e d g u ilty w h en , in
fact, he pleaded not guilty.
“It w as like m y sixth story o f
the day and I ju s t put the w rong
plea in th ere, in spite o f the A P ’s
sh ield ,” M cln a lly said. “It can
h ap p en .”
M c ln a lly sp en t th e n ext
m on th w ith h is p rid e stu ffed
deeply into his pockets, bu t the
n e w sp a p e r w a s n ’t sued. T he
paper ran a prom inent correction
and th at w as the end o f the m at
ter.
W hile som e m ay argue that
the rea son beh in d our use o f
in n ocen t is the p rotection o f the
defendant, it’s ju s t not true. The
protected party is the paper.
It strikes m e as odd that w e’ve
picked ou t th is one area to p ro
tect ou rselves by u sin g in a ccu 
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ra te in fo r m a tio n . T h ere are
u n cou n table w ays for the paper
to get in to trou ble in court sto
ries, and the plea is ju s t one o f
them . I alw ays felt a fa r m ore
dangerous area w as the q uoting
o f w itn esses to a crim e using
in form a tion not found in police
reports or cou rt records. W ithout
the p rotection o f q u otin g from
co u rt re co rd s, ou r p rin c ip a l
d e fe n se from lib e l is m a k in g
sure w e’ve done everyth in g we
can to m ake sure the w itn ess’
sta te m e n t is rig h t. T h a t, it
seem s to m e, is a m uch tougher
th resh old to cross than sim ply
gettin g the w ord “n ot” into the
paper.
The M issoulian is by no m eans
the only paper to drop “in n ocen t”
in favor o f “not guilty.” I f you

brow se the Internet looking for
u ses o f the w ord “ in n o ce n t,”
you ’ll find innum erable cases o f
p a p ers u sin g both ph rases.
O ften, it’s “not gu ilty ” in the
headline and “innocen t” in the
text o f the story. H uh? How is it
less dangerous to use “not gu ilty”
in a headline?
Lots o f papers have their own
style guides, w hich they use to
supplem ent the A P ’s directives.
Local guides usually deal with
local issues, such as how to spell
“th eater” in M issoula C hildren’s
Theatre. And w hether to use the
“ !” at the end o f Earth First!
Five o f the n a tion ’s largest
papers, am ong them The New
York Tim es, the W ashington Post
and the W all S treet J ou rn al,
don’t use the AP guide at all,
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— Not Guilty-------------------------------------------------------although AP is a sort o f starting point for those zen states that William Kennedy Smith or one of
the officers accused o f beating Rodney King was
guides.
There doesn’t appear to be a com prehensive found “innocent,” he is not only incorrect, he also is
study o f papers that use “not guilty,” but my infor ingraining within potential jurors a m isconception
mal survey o f papers, both online and in hard copy, about their role,” Duvall wrote. “He enhances the
suggests that “not guilty” is making inroads on risk that enough jurors on a panel will retire into
“innocent.” VanStrydonck’s last two papers made a ju ry room believing that it is their task to deter
the change on his order, and he’s com m itted to the mine whether there is enough evidence to find a
defendant innocent.”
usage w herever he goes.
My wife, Deputy M issoula County Attorney Suzy
Others, I believe, should follow suit. If papers
want to be viewed as authoritative, they shouldn’t Boylan-M oore, voiced a sim ilar objection from the
start their crime stories with a mistake. Although prosecutor’s side o f the courtroom.
“To me, the distinction between not guilty and
attorneys I spoke with over the years could see the
point behind the AP rule, they never let me forget innocent is huge,” she said. “It’s awfully hard to
that I was being inaccurate on a daily basis. The explain to a victim o f sex crime why the newspaper
says the defendant is innocent,
brighter ones always made the
when he’s been found not guilty
same point: The new spaper
beyond a reasonable doubt. It
plays a role in educating the
Telling people that defendants
ju
st adds insult to injury.”
public about the legal system.
plead " innocent" or that juries
Innocent suggests an out
W hen it does so inaccurately,
come
not found in our system of
find them "innocent" is a
it does the public a disservice.
justice.
And tellin g people that
fundamental undermining o f our
“It suggests that the defen
defendants plead “innocent” or
justice
system.
dant
has been com pletely
that ju ries find them “inno
exonerated,
w hen in truth,
cent” is a fundam ental under
that
could
be
absolutely false.”
m ining o f our justice system.
W
hile
Duvall
concludes
his
piece
with an adm o
The Am erican court system is founded on the prin
nition
to
the
media
to
more
fully
explain
the rea
ciple that defendants are innocent. They’re not
son
behind
the
use
o
f
“innocent,”
I’m
far
more
com 
required to state their innocence, and, more im por
fortable
with
my
publisher’s
decision.
tantly, they’re not required to prove their inno
In both theory and in practice, we in newspapers
cence.
struggle
daily to>m ake sense o f the world. We try to
Juries can’t find them innocent, either. It’s not
put
things
in their proper context, a nearly im pos
the ju ry ’s province. W hen we tell readers that
ju ries find people innocent, w e’re projecting an sible task given the space lim itations o f newspa
im proper role for juries. Now, I’m sure we could pers. But still we try. We strive for accuracy, for
have a good and proper argum ent about whether ju st the right word, for the story that gets it ju st
papers have the power to subvert the ju stice sys right.
A t least in theory, we have this goal for every
tem sim ply by using the word “innocent.” But I
believe we do, because I believe in the power o f my story. Why, then, should we knowingly foist a false
own words. M aking people believe is central to hood on the reader o f crime stories? To me, it’s
always been an adm ission that we can’t bother to
what I do every day.
Make them care, make them scream, make them be careful enough to get it right. It’s an admission
that we find our own potential liability for m is
cry. I f I can’t do that, I’m next to worthless.
Hugh Duvall, an Oregon defense attorney, has a takes to be more im portant than explaining accu
w ell-w ritten, clear objection to the AP practice rately how the court system works.
“It’s codified inaccuracy,” VanStrydonck told me.
posted on the Internet. Duvall, too, believes in the
“I don’t think we should be part o f that.”
power o f the m edia to persuade.
N either do I.
“Each tim e a member o f the media or other citi

Michael Moore, 47, covers the Bitterroot Valley for the Missoulian. He is a 1985 graduate o f the
University o f Montana School o f Journalism and has worked the past 18 years at the Missoulian,
where he primarily has covered the judicial system. He has won more than 65 state and regional
reporting awards, including the 2000 Best o f the West Award for general reporting. He has twice
won the Montana Silver Gavel for explanatory reporting about the law. Moore lives up Lolo Creek
with his wife Suzy, a Missoula County prosecutor, and daughter Kate, a freshman-to-be at the
University o f Puget Sound.
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As the United States fought wars in Afghanistan
and Iraq, journalists worked to build a free
press in Afghanistan and rode with the troops
on the front lines in Iraq, continuing a long
tradition of war correspondence.
An embedded reporter's story ... Page 22
A history of war correspondents ... Page 25
Building a free Afghan press ... Page 29
https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss32/1
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Embedded Reporter

To Baghdad and back
An embedded journalist confronts sandstorms,
skeptical soldiers and lost objectivity
B y J e s s ie C

h il d r e s s

A

s a longtime reporter and columnist for the
Orange County Register in Santa Ana, Calif.,
Gordon Dillow was accustomed to being stuck in
traffic. What he wasn’t used to was waiting out traffic
jams in the middle of the Iraqi desert in a tank-like
truck with a bunch of Marines.
“You know, we would go like hell for maybe a couple of
hours,” said Dillow, who was an embedded reporter with
the Alpha Company of the 1st Battalion of the 5th
Marine Regiment of the 1st Marine Division. “There
would be sort of a traffic jam and we’d wait, we’d wait,
and then go like hell for another hour.”
Dillow, a 1977 University of Montana School of
Journalism graduate, and Register photographer Mark
Avery were in those trucks non-stop during their first
week after crossing the Kuwaiti border into Iraq on
March 20. Dillow sent stories — stuffed with descriptions
of windblown sand, the worries of the troops and war
developments — back by satellite phone every couple of
days.
On March 23, three days after the war began, Dillow
wrote about one of the first violent up-close encounters
his unit faced and one of the first U.S. combat deaths of
the war.
Suddenly there was fire on the right, and on the left; it
was hard to tell who was shooting at whom. Then an
Iraqi soldier, losing his courage at the last moment, hurst
out o f his hunker on a motorcycle ... and started fleeing at
high speed away from the Marines ... The Marines
opened up on him with M-16s. Marines standing nearby,
watching, laughed at the spectacle, and joked about how
foolish this Iraqi was, trying to outrun bullets on a motor
cycle; the consensus was that anyone that stupid deserved
to die.
Then a half-dozen other Iraqis, some o f them from the
Republican Guard, broke for safety in a brown Toyota
pickup — and this time the Marines bled too. Wildly
shooting an AK-47 out the window, the Iraqis wounded a
Marine in the stomach. 2nd Lt. Therrel “Shane” Childers,
30, o f Harrison, Miss., died soon after, becoming one o f
the first U.S. combat deaths o f the war ... The Marines
later lamented that one o f their own had been killed in
what was essentially a drive-by shooting; for some it
seemed more like something that would happen back
home, instead o f in a war zone.
Dillow’s stories were mostly news features, not over
arching pieces about the development of the war as a

whole, because he didn’t know what was going on beyond
his battalion. The key to covering the war as an embed
ded reporter, he said, was to report only what he saw for
himself.
“There were always rumors flying everywhere, and
you had to be very careful about not believing all that
stuff,” he said. “If you only reported what you saw with
your own eyes then you were safe.”
It took a couple of weeks of living with the troops
before they, especially the higher-ranking Marines,
trusted him. Long days of sitting under the beating sun
on the back of a truck, breathing diesel exhaust, facing
hostile enemy and sleeping on the hard sand brought
him close to the Marines.
“It was great being with the troops because you really
got to know what these guys were about,” Dillow said.
“When you stay with the same unit for a month or five
weeks, you really get to know the personalities. You
know, who they are, where they’re from, and what they’re
like. You really get a level of access that you couldn’t get
otherwise because you’re eating and sleeping with them
and sharing the same jokes.”
The camaraderie was troublesome, too.
“The problem is, as a journalist, you really do start to
like these guys and identify with them,” he said. “I can’t
claim that I was objective at the end of it. I just fell in love
with those young Marines.”
He said his identification with the Marines didn’t
influence his honesty when telling what went on around
him. He gave an example of a day when Marines in his
unit shot some civilians who were “in the wrong place at
the wrong time.”
“I reported that, but because I identified so much with
the Marines, I also tried to put it in the context of the
war,” Dillow said. “Instead of saying, ‘Marines gunned
down innocent civilians,’ it was more, This is what hap
pened, this is why.”
Dillow strongly identified with the troops, partly
because he served in the U.S. Army in Vietnam in his
20s. This experience gave him a bit of an advantage over
some reporters, he said, because he knows about the
structure and nature of the military. Also, it drew respect
from the Marines, many of whom viewed Vietnam as a
“distant, mythical sort of war” they were curious about.
Dillow also had prior experience covering war; he cov
ered conflicts in El Salvador and Honduras for the San
Francisco Examiner in the ’80s. After he graduated from
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Embedded Reporter —

Reintroducing

Wildlife
to the West

Mark Avery/Orange County Register
Former U M journalism student and Kaimin reporter Gordon Dillow (left) and photog
rapher M ark A very covered the war in Iraq fo r The Orange C ounty Register. They
were embedded in the 1st Battalion o f the 5th M arine Regiment. They appear here in
Kuwait on March

7, 2003.

the UM School of Journalism in
1977, he was a reporter at the
Missoulian and the San Antonio
Light in Texas before his stint in
Latin America. Following that, he
was a reporter and columnist for
the LA Herald Examiner and then
the LA Times before moving on to
the Orange County Register. He’s
been at the Register for nearly 10
years. After starting out as a
reporter, he has written a local col
umn for the past seven years. He
jumped at the opportunity to
become embedded with troops in
Iraq and said he was pleasantly
surprised by how close he and
Avery were to the front lines of the
war.
“I assumed the Pentagon would
probably stick us back with the
support troops, the truck drivers
and that sort of thing,” he said. “I
was just delighted when they actu
ally put us with a front line
infantry combat unit.”
After crossing from Kuwait into
Iraq on March 20, his unit spent a
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few days guarding the Rumayiah
Oil Fields in southern Iraq. Then
they made a beeline for Baghdad;
they skirted the cities, drove all
day and sometimes at night, and
sat through those long traffic jams.
As his unit drove through the
country, Dillow said, the locals in
small towns waved, smiled and
were welcoming. The Iraqi army
didn’t put up much o f a fight
either.
“The highway would be Uttered
with discarded boots, miUtary umforms, weapons and all that sort of
stuff where they had taken them
off, thrown them down and said,
‘Hey, I’m getting the hell outta
here,” he said.
The
initial
reception
in
Baghdad was much the same. In
the capital, the unit seized and
searched one of Saddam Hussein’s
presidential palaces on the banks
of the Tigris River. After failing to
find him there, they went upriver
and searched a mosque where he
was thought to be hiding. They
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- Embedded Reporter---------------were battling Fedayeen — independ
ent Islamic militants fighting to help
Saddam — rather than the Iraqi
army most of the time, he said.
By April 12, the company had
been ordered to begin their move out
of Baghdad. Avery went home and
Dillow disembedded from the com
pany so he could stay in Baghdad to
talk with civilians and see the loot
ing on the streets. He only stayed a
few more days because, he said, “It
got old pretty fast to tell you the
truth. There were too many journal
ists — there were thousands of them
everywhere.”
The experiment of embedding
reporters with troops went well, he
said, and those correspondents were
critical in showing the true face of
war. Likewise, it’s also important to
have independent journalists who
aren’t tied to the military.
“I wouldn’t recommend that a war
be covered only with embedded
reporters, but I would hope it would be
covered with a combination,” he said.
“I really believe if you want to balance
it out and get the real story you need
people on the inside as well, with the
understanding
that
embedded
reporters — and I don’t think I was the
only one — tend to identify with the
people that they’re covering.”
One thing he thought could be
improved about the process is the
flexibility reporters have in moving
with their units, which would require
having a separate vehicle, something
he doubts will happen in the future.
After returning to the States,
Dillow saw the backlog of war cover
age from other embedded and inde
pendent journalists. In some cases it
was bothersome, while in others it
was enlightening.
“It was pretty amazing to read
things I knew weren’t exactly true,”
he said. “I’d open up a Time or
Newsweek magazine and see a dia
gram of what units were moving
where and stuff, and I’d say, That’s

not where they were.”’
Also, Dillow said, some correspon
dents distorted the picture of what
was going on on the ground. After the
first week of the war, many reports
said the Marines had been stalled and
the war was turning into a quagmire,
but Dillow said he knew from being
there that it wasn’t true. He said jour
nalists often tend to look for negative
aspects, and that colored their treat
ment of what was happening.
“If the Marines stop or if the mili
tary stops in place,” he said, “the
assumption is that there must be

I can't claim that I was
objective at the end o f it. I
just fell in love with those
young Marines. 1
Gordon Dillow f
embedded reporter

f

something wrong instead of, ‘Oh,
they’re waiting for the supply train
to catch up with them.”
Other reports helped Dillow piece
together the overall story of the war
and details he had puzzled over. For
instance, he knew that his unit had
stopped for a day in the midst of
rushing through the country but he
never found out the reason. Later, a
report from another part of Iraq
revealed that the Republican Guard
had been moving the day they had
stopped and Dillow was finally able
to explain the delay.
While in Iraq, Dillow got some
news by calling his wife at home, but
the fickle satellite connection made it
difficult to do often. He didn’t surf the
Internet because the connection cost
$6 a minute and it took too long to
download anything.
Though rumors abounded, the
young Marines he was with didn’t
know much either.

“They knew enough to accomplish
whatever mission they were given,”
Dillow said. “But at the company
level they don’t know what’s going on
50 miles away. The Marines don’t
necessarily consider it essential to
brief everybody on what’s going on.”
Instead, he and the troops could
sometimes pick up a BBC radio fre
quency on the radios Marines used.
The radio had a handset, so one of
the men would listen to it and repeat
what he heard to those sitting
around him, Dillow said.
The young Marines themselves, not
the Iraqis or the war, most struck
Dillow. He said that as a member of an
older generation — Dillow celebrated
his 52nd birthday in Iraq with the rou
tine military ration MREs — he was
surprised when the 19- and 20-year
old Marines said how eager they were
to see some action. He thought their
tune would change when the fighting
actually came. But when they were
fighting in Baghdad, there was only so
much room in their massive vehicles
for the Marines to stand up and fire
their M-16s, and they fought each
other to get into the action.
“I didn’t see anybody try to get
away from it,” he said. “They were so
intensely trained, and so eager and
dedicated to the thing that they all
just jumped right in there despite the
danger. That really made an impres
sion on me — their courage, if you
want to boil it into one word.”
While sleeping on the ground
wasn’t hard to give up, Dillow misses
the excitement and the Marines he
traveled with for five weeks. Even
now, back at home and ready to start
his old job —after a short stay in the
hospital for pneumonia and a blood
infection caused by his ventures—it’s
a challenge for him to readjust.
“After the adrenaline rush of
being part of this big event, it’s hard
to go back to the more normal
stuff,” he said. “The prospect of it
just doesn’t seem quite as exciting.”

Jessie Childress was the 2002-2003 editor o f the Montana Kaimin. She won a Hearst award for her
Kaimin editorial writing. This summer she will be a Dow Jones copy editor in Grand Forks, N. D.
She will return next fall to finish her undergraduate education.
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From Antietam
to Vietnam
to Afghanistan
War reporters have faced many of the same problems
since the Civil War
By T om C heatham
he more I read about Civil
War reporters, the more I feel
an affinity with them, the
respectable ones, anyway. One o f the
wars I’ve covered, Vietnam, had
many similarities to the Civil War:
reporters had access to the battle
field for the most part; communica
tions were such that it was often dif
ficult to get the story out; and the
government hadn’t imposed the
strict censorship we’ve seen in other
wars.
Some, and I emphasize some, of
the Civil War reporters deserved a
lot more respect than reporters do
now. I’d like to tell some of their sto
ries and how they relate to some of
my own experiences. It may help
explain why the press and the mili
tary cannot agree today on how our
wars should be reported.
Near the Antietam Battlefield in
Maryland, there’s a memorial to the
Civil War correspondents, main
tained by the National Park Service.
On it are engraved the names of 157
Northern and Southern reporters,
photographers and artists. The ded
ication on the memorial reads:
“SPEED-HEED ... To the Army
Correspondents and Artists 1861-65/
Whose toils cheered the fireside/
Educated provinces of rustics into a
bright nation of readers and gave
incentive to narrate distant wars
and explore dark lands.”
It is a bit romantic, sure. But it’s
the last part: “and gave incentive to
narrate distant wars and explore

T
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dark lands,” that represents to me,
at least, the call to adventure of jour
nalism — now as well as then.
One of the names on that memo
rial is that of George Smalley. If any
one embodied the spirit of adventure
and competition back then, it was
George Smalley. He was a Yale grad
uate, not 30 years old, who was sent
by the New York Tribune to cover
the Civil War. On Sept. 17, 1862,
George Smalley found himself on
the bloodiest battlefield in American
history. More than 28,000 were dead
and wounded at Antietam. Smalley
had two horses shot out from under
him, shrapnel had tom holes in his
jacket, and as the first day of battle
subsided, it was getting dark.
Back in those days, whoever
could get his story into print first
won. So Smalley turned his horse
that night for Frederick, Md., and
the nearest telegraph office, 30 miles
away. He organized the story in his
head as he rode. When the telegraph
operator showed up for work at 7 the
next morning, there was Smalley,
sitting on a log, scribbling his story.
He sent the first few pages by tele
graph, addressed to the Tribune in
New York. As often happened in
those days, the story was routed
instead to the War Department in
Washington. Who was waiting there
but President Lincoln, anxious to
find out what was happening at
Antietam.
Lincoln read those first pages of
Smalley’s story, and only then was it

Library of Congress
Civil War photographer Matthew Brady's
images were often shocking in their realism.

sent on to the Tribune. It was not the
first time, nor would it be the last,
that Lincoln would get his news
from a reporter.
But Smalley was only getting
started. After sending those first
few pages, he hopped a train for
Baltimore. He was still writing,
from notes and memory; we’re talk
ing pencil on paper here. From
Baltimore, Smalley caught the over
night train to New York. By the
light of an oil lamp, he continued
writing throughout the night. When
the train pulled into New York, he
was bedraggled and exhausted.
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News vendors rushed
their editions to the
troops on the Civil
War battlefields

Library of Congress

Smalley got a standing ovation at
the Tribune that morning.
His story hit the streets shortly
thereafter — six full columns. Today
it fills 14 paperback pages. It’s con
sidered one of the finest pieces of
war reporting and writing ever.
Here’s how it starts:
“Fierce and desperate battle
between 200,000 men has raged
since daylight, yet night closes in on
an uncertain field.”
Do I need to remind anyone that
there was no radio or television back
then? Newspapers and letters from
the front were the only source of
news. From Smalley’s account, you
can almost picture the scene.
“The dead are strewn so thickly
that as you ride over the field, you
cannot guide your horse’s steps too
carefully. Pale and bloody faces are
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everywhere upturned. They are sad
and terrible, but there is nothing
which makes one’s heart beat so
quickly as the imploring look of sore
ly wounded men who beckon wearily
for help which you cannot stay to
give.”
It’s the war correspondent’s
dilemma: help the wounded or cover
the story. Smalley covered the story.
“Back across the cornfield, leav
ing dead and wounded behind them,
over the fence, and across the road,
and then back again into the dark
woods which closed around them,
went the retreating rebels ...
“Meade and his Pennsylvanians
followed hard and fast, followed still
with another cheer, and filing them
selves against the cover. But out of
those gloom woods came suddenly
and heavily terrible volleys — vol

leys which smote, and bent, and
broke in a moment that eager front,
and hurled them swiftly back for
half the distance they had won.”
I’d call it literature disguised as a
news story.
We know from history books and
from Ken Burns’s documentary how
horrible the Civil War was — by far
the most costly of all our wars. What
we don’t know in much detail is
about Smalley and his colleagues.
There are similarities with the war
correspondents who followed, to be
sure.
And there were the dirty tricks —
screwing the opposition. The repor
ters whose papers could afford it tied
up the telegraph line for hours with
passages from the Bible to keep
competitors from filing their stories.
The telegraph was expensive —

2003 MJR
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------------- War Reporter History —
$100 or more for 2,000 words. ing so fast that it’s really working
So most of the reporters stayed
During the battle of Gettysburg, against media access to our troops in close to headquarters in Dharan,
Homer Byington of the New York wartime.
Saudi Arabia, just the way the
The government contends that Pentagon wanted it. They became
Tribune helped repair a 5-mile
stretch o f telegraph line, then live battlefield pictures could be an known as hotel warriors.
In Afghanistan, the American
bribed the operator to keep it open intelligence windfall to the other
exclusively for the Tribune. Keep in side. It would be unproductive to forces were equally inaccessible,
mind these stories were sent letter argue against that. This is such a especially — and perhaps for good
by letter in Morse code — dots and delicate issue that the Pentagon reason — the Special Forces, SEALs
and news media, especially televi and Delta teams. It’s not realistic to
dashes.
Frank Chapman of the New York sion, are constantly trying to find a believe newspeople can operate in
Herald had a reputation for chi solution. So far, nothing has the field with them. We did get
canery. On a train to Washington worked to the media’s satisfaction, handout video from Army photogra
with Tribune correspondent Francis and the military always promises phers and daily briefings from the
Pentagon, but anything else was
Long, Chapman stole a story from to do better ... next time.
This whole question of access to hard to come by.
Long’s coat pocket. Then he went to
Reporters today are as willing to
the train guards and reported Long American troops in battle had its
as a suspicious person. Long was beginnings back in the day of take chances for a story as they were
taken off the train and Chapman George Smalley and the Civil War. during the Civil War. The differ
ence is, many of
continued on to
the reporters and
Washington. He
didn’t bother to re There's not much call fo r dirty tricks these days. All you need p h o t o g r a p h e r s
today have gone to
is a satellite telephone, a laptop and a battery, and you can
write Long’s story.
training courses to
It appeared ver
transmit your story, your still pictures, even
learn how to min
batim in Chap
your video, from anywhere in the world — no waiting.
imize risk and stay
man’s paper the
safe. They have
And
therein
lies
a
huge
problem.
next day.
flak
jackets, gas
I’m reminded
masks
and even
of Vietnam, where
chemical
weapons
the telephone sys
protection.
Correspondents
back
Most
Northern
newspapers
in
the
tem barely worked. Sometimes it
then
flew
by
the
seat
of
their
pants.
early
days
of
the
war
had
no
com
could take hours to get to a phone,
Two friends of mine have been
about
printing
the
and hours more to get a call through punction
captured.
Bob Simon came out of
strengths
and
plans
of
Union
forces.
to the office in Saigon. So reporters
Iraq
angry
and embittered. Kate
The
Southern
papers
were
much
would stay on the line forever just to
Webb
of
United
Press International
more
restrained.
keep the competition off. The down
arrived
in
Saigon
the same day I did
Well,
within
a
day
or
two,
those
side o f that was that your competi
tors were sitting there listening to stories from the Northern papers in early 1967. She was captured
you dictate your story. If you had would be in the hands o f the and held for 23 days in Cambodia
some detail or angle they didn’t, they Southern generals. Naturally, the much later in the war. To her sur
were only happy to make it their War Department in Washington was prise, the North Vietnamese re
upset, to say the least, and before leased her. She never knew why,
own.
There’s not much call for dirty long, imposed censorship on that really, except maybe she was of no
use to them.
tricks these days. All you need is a kind of detail.
Both Bob and Kate were out try
In the 1991 G ulf War, the press
satellite telephone, a laptop and a
ing
to cover the story. The last
battery, and you can transmit your corps numbered about 1,500, three
American
war where that was real
story, your still pictures, even your times as many as in the Civil War
ly
possible
was Vietnam. Early in
video, from anywhere in the world or even Vietnam. In the Gulf, it was
that
war,
President Johnson
— no waiting. And therein lies a against the rules to go out on your
instructed
the
military to accom
own to try to find a story or pic
huge problem.
modate
the
press.
Reporters could
It’s this technology that has the tures, even though a few did and
get
to
the
war
by
foot, by car, by
succeeded.
They
produced
some
of
Pentagon determined not to let us
military
convoy
or,
of course, by
the
best
stories
and
photos
o
f
the
anywhere near any fighting without
helicopter.
You
would
catch a
war.
If
the
military
caught
you,
tight military supervision — censor
resupply
or
MedEvac
chopper
into
though,
you
were
arrested.
And
if,
ship, really. It’s the government’s
the
field
and
then
pray
you
were
like
my
friend
Bob
Simon
and
his
worst nightmare, a bunch of rep
orters and photographers wandering CBS crew, you wandered a little too still in one piece when the chance
around a war zone with satellite far afield, you were captured and came to get out. Mike Herr, in his
great Vietnam book “Dispatches,
telephones and satellite uplinks. spent the rest of the war in Iraqi
captures the feeling exactly.
This is a technology that is improv prisons.
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War Reporter H isto ry ---------------“That could be the coldest one in I was a little more cautious.
Why did we take those kind of
the world,” he says, “standing at the
edge of a clearing watching the chop chances for so little? It was the story
per you’d just come in on taking off — to find out what was happening
again, leaving you there to think and tell the stories of American kids
about what it was going to be for you at war, the realities of what they
now: if this was a bad place, the were going through.
And there was the adventure of
wrong place, maybe even the last
place, and whether you’d made a ter reporting distant wars and explor
ing dark lands — those words from
rible mistake this time.”
On May 19, 1967,1 got off a heli the Civil War monument — no
copter like that. The crew chief doubt about that. At least 75
kicked a case of strawberry jam off reporters and photographers were
after me and the chopper took off. killed in southeast Asia, including
We were at Con Thien, just south of many friends of mine.
the Demilitarized Zone dividing
North and South Vietnam. The DMZ
This article is an edited
was full of North Vietnamese troops
by then. The Marine battalion com
version of the Pollner
mander shook my hand and, as the
chopper clattered away, told me,
Lecture delivered at the
“That was the last chopper out.
We’re going into the DMZ.” I knew
University of Montana by
right away this was the wrong place.
In a few minutes, it almost became
Tom Cheatham in
the last place.
The Marines had filled their fox
October 2002.
holes and were ready to move out
when the first o f the mortar shells
O f course it was Vietnam that set
landed, right in the command post.
in
motion the press restrictions of
It’s true you barely hear the one
today
— the pictures of American
that gets you. I was wounded in the
casualties,
the reports from the'field
head, chest and leg. Quite bloody,
that
contradicted
Washington’s ver
but I was lucky; it didn’t hurt and I
could walk. Others around me sion of the war. The government and
weren’t so fortunate. It was mid military establishment vowed it
day, plenty o f time for the MedEvac would never happen again, and it
choppers to get the wounded out hasn’t. From Grenada to Panama to
before dark, despite more shelling the Gulf and Afghanistan, our access
and time enough for me to think has been severely restricted.
What the military seems to forget
that if this was the last place, at
least at my young age I had seen is that the correspondents in
Chicago and the great Bobby Hull Vietnam were bound by ground
and Ernie Banks. Plus New York, rules that were rarely violated. We
Tokyo and, o f course, southeast agreed not to disclose troop move
Asia. Odd what goes through your ments, battle plans or casualties
during ongoing battles. Even the
mind.
I spent a month on the hospital Pentagon’s own study after the war
ship USS Sanctuary and a month concluded that the system worked.
I was thinking about this ques
at home before returning to
tion
of whether the press was the
Vietnam. The second time around,

reason we lost the Vietnam War. Of
course it wasn’t, but the question
never really goes away; it’s become
part of the military culture. The
beauty of our democracy is that
sooner or later, government deceit
and deception — and outright lies —
will be exposed. If you want confir
mation of that, you can find it in the
White House tapes o f Lyndon
Johnson and the book from Defense
Secretary Robert McNamara. They
knew early on Vietnam was a lost
cause. Yet the war went on and
58,000 Americans died. And ever
since, the Pentagon hasn’t exactly
had the welcome mat out for
reporters on the battlefield.
News organizations can complain
all they want. But the courts have
upheld the military’s right to limit
our access. And, judging from recent
public opinion polls, more than a few
Americans seem to agree with the
government that reporters and pho
tographers are know-nothing nui
sances who only get in the way and
endanger our troops.
President Lincoln and Gen. Grant
were a little more sympathetic to the
press than recent administrations in
Washington. Lincoln wasn’t a big
supporter of what little censorship
there was during the Civil War.
My students sometimes wonder
why anyone would want to be a war
correspondent, considering the risks
involved and the hardship. All I can
tell them is that if our democracy is
to endure, someone has to be out
there trying to find out what’s real
ly going on. Because if there’s one
thing we know, it’s that the first
casualty of war is the truth. The fog
of war closes in. If things are not
going as well as official Washington
wants you to believe, you won’t be
hearing it from George Bush, Dick
Cheney or Don Rumsfeld. Just as
you didn’t hear it from Johnson and
McNamara.

Tom Cheatham was the second Pollner Fellow at the University o f Montana School o f Journalism,
where he taught a class on the history o f war correspondence and advised the staff o f the Montana
Kaimin. He was a United Press International correspondent in Vietnam. He won two Emmy Awards
for coverage o f the 1988 Olympic sprinter Ben Johnson, who lost his gold medal after testing positive
for steroids.
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In rubble of Kabul, a journalist
helps build a free Afghan press
By C

h elsi

M

oy

fter a quarter century of
oppression and autocratic
rule, glimpses of democracy
are beginning to emerge in postTaliban Afghanistan, thanks to one
man’s dedication to strengthening
the country’s media force.
After spending his entire adult life
reporting on the war in Afghanistan,
acclaimed journalist and best-selling
Pakistani author Ahmed Rashid was
inspired to give back to the people
who gave him his start. In 2002, he
established the Open Media Fund in
Afghanistan (OMFA).
“I feel, by reporting the Afghan
war, I have made a name and pres
tige for myself,” he said. “In a way, I
lived off it. I owe it to the many
Afghans who have helped me. I want
to return something back to the
country.”

A

OMFA is a program administered
by Internews Network that con
tributes funds to professional Afghan
media in support of freedom of
expression.
The media is an essential element
in growth toward a democratic state,
he said. The media creates a sense of
national community, as well as help
ing to increase the literacy rate. In
supporting local media, OMFA is
working to help reshape Afghan
istan’s civil and democratic society,
Rashid said.
After one year of operation, OMFA
is funding 14 publications in and
around Kabul, which Rashid says is
no easy task. However, the fund has
surpassed most of his expectations
for the first year.
“I would have really liked to have
had more money so we could have

helped fund a printing press in the
private sector,” he said. “Otherwise,
it’s been a great experience for me,
who has written a lot about nonprof
it organizations, but is now also run
ning one.”
Promoting OMFA is a job Rashid
manages alongside his other work.
He is the Central Asia, Pakistan and
Afghanistan
correspondent
for
London’s Far Eastern Economic Re
view and the Daily Telegraph. He
writes for the Wall Street Journal
and the Nation, and he frequently
appears on CNN and BBC World
News programs.
Rashid was bom in Rawalpindi,
Pakistan, in 1948 and educated at
Government College Lahore and Cam
bridge University. His articles have
appeared in professional journals such
as the Journal of International

Ahmed Rashid,
the Pakistani
journalist and
expert on radical
Islam who found
ed OMFA, says
the U.S.-led war
against Iraq has
caused distrust
among even
mainstream
Muslims in the
Middle East.

Kurt Wilson/
Missoulian
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Affairs, Current History, and Foreign
Affairs. In 2001, the Human Rights
Society of Pakistan awarded Rashid
the Nisar Osmani “Award for Cour
age in Journalism.”
He has written two best-selling
books. His first, “Jihad: The Rise of
Militant Islam in Central Asia,” was
published in 2002 and translated
into 12 languages.
His book, “Taliban: Islam, Oil and
Fundamentalism in Central Asia,”
became an international bestseller
after Sept. 11, selling more than one
million copies. It was translated into
22 languages and spent five weeks at
No. 1 on the New York Times best
seller nonfiction list.
It was the success of “Taliban”
that allowed Rashid to start OMFA.
He used a quarter of his book royal
ties to create the fund.
“I wanted to contribute to a cul
ture in which the press would be free
and competent,” Rashid said.
He approached Internews Net
work to help bring his idea to life.
“They loved it,” Rashid said. “They
are radio specialists and it fit in with
their broader approach.”
Intemews is a nonprofit organiza
tion that was founded in 1982 to
spread open media worldwide by fos
tering independent media in emerg
ing democracies. It assists in the ad
ministration of grants, and facilitates
communication between OMFA board
members and the grantees. It also
raises money for the fund by publiciz
ing its existence. OMFA is just one of
many
funds
administered
by
Internews, said Sarah Breul, OMFA
coordinator for Intemews. However, it
is unique in that it is funded by many
private donors and is overseen by an
executive board, she said.
Since Rashid established the fund
a year ago, it has raised $360,000 in
donations, exceeding its goal by
$300,000, Breul said.
“Not only did the fund succeed in

supporting diverse local media
including the Loya Jirga newsletter,
a children’s publication, a magazine
of political satire and professionals’
newsletter, but it met its goal of sup
porting publications based outside of
the capital,” Breul said.
The fund has also raised enough
money to pay for a full-time Kabulbased manager to oversee operations
in Afghanistan. This has played a
vital role in the success of the fund.
Only recently has the government
lifted restrictions on the media in
Afghanistan. That is not to say they
share the same free press rights as
those enjoyed by journalists in the
United States. Some editors remain
uneasy about publishing anything
involving criticism of the government.
“There is a lot of fear of the war
lords,” Rashid said. “Many editors
have been thrown into jail.”
The editor of Thakassos, Rafiq
Shaheer, was jailed last year by the
warlord Ismail Khan. To get him
released, Rashid had to call the
United Nations Special Represen
tative to Afghanistan Lakhdar
Brahimi, U.S. Ambassador to Afghan
istan Robert Finn and the Afghan
istan President Hamid Karzai.
Abdul Ghafoor Iteqad, editor of a
satirical publication in Kabul, was
arrested for a cartoon that ran in the
paper insulting Karzai. The president
was out of the country at the time, but
the vice president, Marshal Muham
mad Fahim, found the cartoon offen
sive and ordered Ghafoor jailed.
Karzai later returned to Afghan
istan to laugh at the cartoon, but the
president’s easy-going attitude is
rare among Afghan political leaders.
Most magazines that push political
satire still risk punishment.
For five years, Osman Akram
Saraden hid in the basement of his
house, secretly hand writing a satiri
cal publication poking fun at the
Taliban regime. His publishing part

ner, Mohammed Zia Kushan, would
sketch cartoons of Osama bin Laden
and the Mullah Mohammed Omar,
the Taliban’s spiritual leader. The
cartoons directly violated the Taliban
rule that no picture should be made
of the human form, something they
believed to be unlslamic. Had the
Taliban intelligence agency discov
ered the men’s activities, both could
have been executed.
Together, the men would make 30
copies of the magazine, Zambil-egham, “The Bearer of Sorrows,” for
close, trustworthy friends to read. In
an article published in August 2002
in Newsday Long Island, Saraden
said the hard-line regime’s inability
to understand anything beyond the
recitation of prayers, especially
something humorous in nature,
made publishing extremely risky.
Saraden was aware of the conse
quences to his magazine and to him
self if he were to get caught by the
Taliban. It scared him, but he pub
lished the magazine anyway.
He said in the Newsday article,
“We had to find a way to express peo
ple’s grief.” The best way, Saraden
believed, was through humor.
Now, as Afghanistan stumbles
toward
peace and prosperity,
Saraden can publish his magazine in
the light of day. Zambil-e-gham is
sponsored by the OMFA and is the
only satirical magazine in the coun
try.
It will take time for the country
and its newly elected political leaders
to become accustomed to media
ridicule. In the same regard, the
media will slowly become less appre
hensive about reporting politics or
controversial issues.
In the next year, the OMFA is
planning to provide more profess
ional training for its grantees and is
looking to create a national newspa
per and a professional women’s pub
lication.

Chelsi Moy is a senior at the University o f Montana School o f Journalism and will intern at the Bigfork Eagle this
summer. She was the J-School Web Reporter during the 2002 fall semester and was in the Native News Honors
Project in the spring. She is also a reporter for the Montana Kaimin.
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Tales o f endurance
from the plains o f
eastern M ontana

Photos by Michael Coles
Story by Keila Szpaller

Bud Phillips works a Saturday evening shift at the Cowboy
Bar in Dodson, M ont. His dog Prince keeps him company.
"I've thrown a lot o f cowboys out o f the bar, says owner
Phillips.
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A t 90, Bud Phillips heads into his barn to feed a collection o f Thoroughbred racehorses. Phillips came out to the Montana Hi -Line from Elmira, New
York in 1918 on the Orient Express train. Ever since, he has been raising horses — many whom race in the Montana Derby. "W hen you feed him up, if
he has got it in him he will run," Phillips says.

_------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------

A horseman in his 80s,
Bill Anderson cuts
bulls on his horse Blue
Rocket. Anderson has
ranched all his life on
Sun Prairie, a remote
stretch o f land north o f
the M issouri breaks.
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Mabel Palm first
started waitressing at
the O'Briens diner in
Saco when she was 16.
Her dad told her not to
quit because she would
not find another job.
A fter retiring as a
waitress in her
seventies, Palm often
returns to the diner to
spend time with friends
and beloved customers.

N ew t Cummings plays his favorite song, " Your
cheating heart will tell on y o u ." Cummings has lived
in Phillips County fo r more than 85 years, working as
a miner and playing his fiddle. Today he prefers to fish.
"W e don't have one favorite fishing hole, we just go to
them all," Cummings says.

Ike Blatter rests his blistered fo o t while worrying
about his 300 head o f Charolais cattle. That is your
livelihood. You spend all year waiting on them little
calves. Spring o f the year everything is coming new,
fresh and reborn," Blatter says.
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Steadying herself with her willow diamond cane, Betty Ulrich gazes
out at land along the M issouri Breaks where she once herded cattle.
For years Ulrich cut her Christmas trees from this land. And when
she dies she will return to this land — her ashes will be scattered
over the Breaks.

blame Betty Hardin Ulrich, 85 years old, for my
futile struggle with objectivity. Collaborating on our
masters projects, Michael Coles and I chose to inter
view and photograph “old-timers” living in eastern
Montana. Because I had no right to enter these private cit
izens’ homes and lives, the process of newsgathering turned
on its head. It slowed. The new method of collecting infor
mation — tailored to approach not “sources” but real people
like Betty and Ike and Bud and Mabel — blurred the lines
between the personal and professional and brought into
question the nature of objectivity and neutrality.
The first challenge — actually finding the old-timers —
probably foreshadowed these dilemmas. During the first
trip to rural Montana, Phillips County’s home health direc
tor called the East Malta Hutterite Colony and asked the
members to have us for church and to treat us like old
friends. I am appreciative but I think, I am not an old
friend. We meet their oldest member, who is 91 years old,
and indeed she and the others treat us like family.
My thesis adviser, Carol Van Valkenburg, had hinted

I
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that reporting for this project would be different. Before
my first trip, she shared two pieces of advice. First, she
said, go exactly as you are now: overalls, ponytail.
Secondly, she said, don’t take notes initially — or at least
not many. First, just listen. Investing time to earn mutual
trust felt correct intuitively.
Cognitively, though, the approach set a painstakingly
sluggish pace. Getting acquainted with the Mitchells, for
instance, took 100 driving miles, lunch, a ranch tour, and
dinner — about nine hours including travel time. All I had
to show for the day’s work — which felt suspiciously like
play — were a few notes, furiously scribbled in the truck
after finally saying goodbye. With limited time and funds
to spend, how could I justify a meeting that did not yield a
significant amount of material? During the second visit,
though, the Mitchells leaned back in their armchairs, and
I sat on the floor with a notepad against my knees. We had
met, so there was no need for formality. We covered their
agenda — his, really — last time, so I am now free to cover
mine.
The second visits did yield pages and pages of notes and
quotes. On the surface, success. But the tactic of getting
acquainted had cost me. Against my will — and against
the rules, I think — I began to like these people, toughies,
as one old-timer calls herself. Objectivity is evaporating,
and along comes Betty Hardin Ulrich, who hastens the
process.
When she tells me her nickname is Rattlesnake Red —
for her red hair, and for wearing steel-backed boots with
which she stomped the life out of the serpents — I surren
der to admiration. Rationally or otherwise, how could any
one not defend fiercely anything a hitchhiking, horseback
riding, snake-crushing, valedictorian, alpha-female red
head has to say? As she tells stories, she shares old photo
albums, her personal writing, and Scottish shortcake and
coffee.
Neutrality, adieu.
On my way home, stuffed in a backpack, I have a book
by Floyd Hardin, Campfires and Cowchips, signed by his
daughter Betty Ulrich; a bottle of homemade chokecherry
wine and a pair of hand-knit gloves. And I obviously have
a dilemma. I cannot ensure flawless impartiality, neither
can I promise that no one will ever feel betrayed. I take the
question to Van Valkenburg: I know that I owe these peo
ple something for their hospitality, I tell her, but I do not
know what.
Tell their stories, she says.
Her answer isn’t a guarantee that I won’t ever feel con
flicted. But if it is counsel to measure and weigh every
detail against the heart of the story, I am relieved. The
story is within reach, and in it, the rattlesnakes can make
a cameo appearance. — Keila Szpaller
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H u m b le h u m o rist, B arry fu n n y g u y
Syndicated columnist Dave Barry
explains his wacky humor, or does he?
By Nathaniel M. C erf
any people boil Dave
Barry’s humor down to his
setting a pair o f under
wear ablaze using only hairspray
and a Barbie doll on national tele
vision. Others know him better for
writing about people blowing up
everything from toilets to beached
whales, and more know him best
for writing about the most quintes
sential topic o f all humanity —
boogers.
Yet there’s more to it than that.
Bodily fluids are a big part o f it,
too.
“I’m ju st w orried that there
aren’t enough bodily fluids to sus
tain my career,” Barry told the New
York Times.
Dave Barry has been writing his
humor column for more than 20
years and is syndicated in more
than 500 newspapers worldwide.
His first humor column was pub
lished in the Daily Local News in
West Chester, Pa. One Pulitzer
Prize, 24 books and more than
1,000 columns later, Barry is argu
ably the most successful newspaper
humorist in history.
Despite his fame and fortune,
his beginnings were humble. He
was born on July 3, 1947 in Armonk, N.Y., and is one o f four chil
dren. His father was a Presbyter
ian minister and an alcoholic. His
mother was clinically depressed.
While Barry freely admits these
facts about his childhood in many
interviews, he doesn’t discuss much
about his family life when he was a
kid. He does, however, credit both
of his parents with having wonder
ful senses o f humor and helping

M
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him develop his. He is particularly
fond o f his mother’s dark humor.
In 1965 Barry’s graduating class
at Pleasantville High School elect
ed him class clown. Making his
classmates laugh, he said, was how
he kept from being unpopular. Yet
his antics almost got him kicked
out of school.
“It often got to the point where,
if I made one more joke, (a) the
class would really crack up and (b)
I was going to be thrown out of
school — and I’d make the joke
anyway! I couldn’t help myself,” he
told Playboy in 1990.
Barry managed to get through
high school despite frequently
being told his clowning around
wouldn’t get him anywhere in life.
He attended Haverford College
near Philadelphia, where he
earned a degree in English litera
ture. He has said he also smoked a
lot of marijuana and played guitar
in a number o f less-than-talented
bands like “The Federal Duck.”
Like many others in the ’60s,
Barry protested the Vietnam War.
After college he avoided the draft
as a conscientious objector, as his
father had during World War II,
and worked for two years as a book
keeper for the Episcopal Church’s
national headquarters in New York
City.
He was married briefly, but that
ended around the time he left the
church job and became a reporter
for the Daily Local News in West
Chester, Pa.
“I was too young to drive a car,
much less get married,” he said in
the Playboy interview.

Courtesy of Paul Rubiera
Dave Barry

Barry found reporting in West
Chester unsatisfying, so he went to
work for The Associated Press in
Philadelphia. But the AP was even
worse, he thought, and he jumped
at the opportunity to help a friend
teach effective writing skills to
businessmen. He did this for about
eight years.
In the meantime his second wife,
Beth (whom he met at the Daily
Local News), convinced him to
start writing humor columns for
her paper. Within a year his
columns were syndicated. In 1983
The Miami Herald hired him to
write humor while he and his fam
ily still lived in Pennsylvania.
They didn’t move to Florida for
another couple of years.
While the 1980s were a very
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successful time for Barry’s career, his personal life hell out o f me where funny observations come from.
took a tragic twist. His sister was schizophrenic and I can go days without having one.
needed special treatment. His father died in 1984.
MJR: Do you have any rules for writing your
Several years later, his mother committed suicide.
columns?
(i.e. ways you won’t structure it, top
In fact, one o f the very few personal and poignant
ics
you
won’t
touch, difficult techniques you
columns he has written was about his mother’s
death in 1987. That column and three humor force yourself to explore and attempt)
columns helped him win the Pulitzer Prize for com
DB: There are certain topics I won’t write about —
mentary in 1988, a rare feat for a humorist.
After winning the Pulitzer, Barry’s syndication the Holocaust, for example. Or child molestation.
tripled from about 100 newspapers to about 300. He That doesn’t mean I won’t make a joke about Nazis;
also published two best-selling books: “Dave Barry it just means the joke won’t be that there was some
Slept Here: A Sort o f History o f the United States,” thing funny about the Holocaust. But I don’t think
and “Dave Barry Turns 40.” The latter was on there are any column structures I won’t use or tech
niques I force m yself to
the New York Times
attempt.
bestseller list for six
A
"sense
o
f
humor"
is
basically
months.
MJR: What’s the
a measurement o f the extent to which you
In 1993 CBS made a
hardest
part about
sitcom based “very loose
understand that you are trapped in an insane,
writing
a
humor col
ly ’ on his life and writings
illogical, unfair world that will, sooner or later,
umn?
How
long does
titled “Dave’s World.” The
kill
you
and
everybody
you
love.
it
take
you
to write
show ended in 1997, not
one?
long after his divorce in
late 1996.
DB: The hardest part is starting them; the sec
Dave married Michelle, a sports writer from the
Herald, at the end of 1997. They now have a 2-year- ond-hardest part is ending them. The middles aren’t
old daughter, Sophie, to complement his 22-year-old so easy either. I usually take two days from blank
screen to SEND.
son Robert.
After writing nearly 20 books in the same voice
MJR: Many humorists have stated that
and style of his newspaper columns, Barry took his
first real crack at fiction with his hit novel “Big rhythm and word choice are crucial to humor
Trouble” in 1999. It was made into a movie starring writing. Could you explain how you use it to
set up your jokes and the flow of your column?
Tim Allen and Rene Russo.
Barry’s second novel, “Tricky Business,” was
DB: Not really, though I agree with the assertion.
released last year.
The
right wording is critical to humor writing, just
Meanwhile, Barry continues to keep America
as
the
right timing is critical to standup comedy.
laughing with his weekly columns and nonfiction
But
explain
it? Not me. Some ways are just funnier,
books.
is
all.
In February MJR caught up with Barry via the
U.S. mail and the Internet and interviewed the
MJR: Mel Brooks thinks comedy is an expan
humorist about his unique writing style and work.
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MJR: From a literary standpoint, in your
column, what are some of your favorite tech
niques to get a laugh, and how did you develop
them?

sion of truth formed into fantastic shapes. Max
Eastman once wrote that humor is derived
from pain. And Freud believes comedy comes
from hostility. Where do you think comedy
comes from?

DB: Well, I don’t think o f these as being “literary,”
but: One technique I use a lot I call “Judo” — getting
the reader to assume I’m about to make one point
(the logical one) and then giving him instead some
thing absurd. This is often accompanied by another
technique — the “Voice o f Authority,” which is
always wrong. And then there are the standard rules
o f written humor, the main one being: Always make
the funniest part come at the end.
But I think most o f my humor, and most written
humor, comes less from technique than from having
a funny observation to make. And it truly beats the

DB: MANNNN ... There is no answer to that. The
closest I come to humor theory is this: A “sense of
humor” is basically a measurement o f the extent to
which you understand that you are trapped in an
insane, illogical, unfair world that will, sooner or
later, kill you and everybody you love. “Humor” is
how you cope with this knowledge. “Laughter” is
how you release the tension this knowledge makes
you feel. But really, there’s more to it than that.
Sometimes things are funny because they’re silly,
and it has nothing to do with death.
Why? I DON’T KNOW.
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MJR: What is your motivation as a writer?
DB: To make people like me and avoid hard work.

MJR: When you write things about yourself
and your past in your columns and books —
how much of it is true?
DB: If I write about me, it’s usually true, at least
on some basic level.

MJR: Sense of character is very important to
comedians. Men like Jack Benny and Danny
Kaye had very recognizable stage personae
from which they rarely deviated during per
formances and public appearances, but pri
vately they were much different. (In real life
Jack Benny was friendly and always paid top
dollar for his cast and crew, unlike his miserly
stage character.) Your columns and books
(except for “Big Trouble” and “Tricky Bus
iness”) are all written with the same voice. Is
that your “character” or just everyday Dave
Barry? Why did you choose this method of
writing?
DB: T h at’s pretty m uch me, but so is “Big
Trouble,” so is “Tricky Business.” People are com pli
cated. I think my column presents the part o f me
that’s m ainly shallow and trivial and interested in
being liked. It’s definitely real, but it’s definitely not
all there is to me. I can be very serious and gloomy
and sometimes a total asshole.

MJR: Using that same voice, you have devel
oped subjects within your traditional style.
Many of your columns are written about day-today life and parenting, others are list-based like
the year in review or Christmas gift guide, oth
ers are based on news and oddball facts and
finally there is the classic Mister Language
Person. Can you please tell me a little about how
these “subjects” all came about and your
approach to them philosophically and stylisti
cally?

serious man who spoke and wrote about any
number of subjects only to get laughs because
that was what the audience expected. Do you
see that reflected in your life, and if so, how do
you deal with it? Do you have a harder time
selling fiction because it is not written in the
traditional manner that the audience expects?
As a humorist, do you have a difficult time get
ting people to take you seriously as a writer,
as a person? Do you have any desire to write
anything that is not primarily humorous? (OK,
so I guess that’s more than one question.
Sorry.)
DB: A LOT more, you slimebag. I don’t feel hemmed
in; I like writing lightweight humor and don’t aspire to
too much more. My novels were darker, and some
readers — maybe a lot — were upset by the different
tone. But I’m not all that troubled by that.

MJR: Switching gears a bit here... With the
growth of TV and Internet news services, it
appears that newspapers are dying out. One
need only look at the number of papers either
folding or losing circulation across the coun
try, yet it appears that your popularity contin
ues to grow in the face of it. How do you
explain that?
DB: People like to be amused.

MJR: A very strong argument could be made
that given the current decline of “the newspa
per” you may be the last well-known and read
humor columnist. What are your thoughts on
that?
DB: I don’t know. I do know, though, that there
are fewer newspapers, with less space, and more ter
rified editors, so the odds against a kickass humor
writer getting into a newspaper today are worse
than when I started.

MJR: In all of my volumes of research, every
literary critique I’ve ever read about a writer
DB: It’s not that conscious. I repeat certain
somehow ties that writer back to Geoffrey
themes because the readers respond to them. And I
Chaucer. Was Chaucer a big influence for you?
vary my columns to keep the readers from getting
Did you know him in a former life? So far, all
bored. But my approach to this is a lot more practi
I’ve come up with is that you most likely read
cal than philosophical.
“The Canterbury Tales” while earning your
MJR: You have written more than 1,000 B.A. in English, you are the same race and you
humor columns and are famous the world both speak/spoke English — however, you are
over, yet do you feel that cramps your style — a much better speller. What’s your take on
in more ways than one? Mark Twain is said to that?
have felt penned in as a humorist and grew
DB: I never read one word o f Chaucer. And I’m
upset with the public when they refused to
take him seriously even though he was a very fine with that.
_37
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Tears behind the laughter
Humorists have turned to comedy
to cope with their own tragic lives
By Nathaniel M. C erf
ave Barry is not alone when it conies to living
the troubled life o f an American newspaper
humorist. Using humor to cope with life’s
hardships seems to be one o f the strongest unifying
threads that connect the greatest comedians in
print. It’s what helped many of them survive child
hood.
Humorists Art Buchwald and Lewis Grizzard grew
up in extremely difficult personal situations that
were much worse than what most average people
grow up around: poverty, abandonment, death, insta
bility (emotional and financial) and in Grizzard’s
case — a life-long, life-threatening disease.
Buchwald, who is published in more than 550
newspapers around the country, is the most open
about explaining what led him to become a humor
columnist.
“Unhappy childhood,” Buchwald said in an inter
view published in W ilde’s book “How Great Comedy
Writers Create Laughter.” “It makes you go into
fantasy very early in life. In my case, I was a foster
child. I was raised in lots o f foster homes, and at an
early age I ju st started turning all this unhappiness
into defense humor — which is the greatest defense
in the world.”
Buchwald’s mother was placed in a sanitarium
shortly after he was born, and he never met her.
His father, though loving, could not raise four chil
dren on his own while running a business. He
placed Buchwald and his three sisters in foster care.
Although Buchwald’s father tried to see them once a
week, the kids spent most o f their lives being
bounced around between foster families during the
Great Depression. In his memoir, “Leaving Home,”
Buchwald says that there was very little stability or
love in his childhood.
Depression runs in his family, and Buchwald

D

him self has had two severe nervous breakdowns.
He was hospitalized for each and almost committed
suicide during the first breakdown.
The late Southern humorist Lewis Grizzard also
had an unstable childhood. His father, and idol, was
a decorated war hero from World War II and Korea.
When his “daddy” came home from Korea with what
would now be called Posttraumatic Stress Disorder,
6-year-old Lewis’ life would never be the same. In
his book “My Daddy was a Pistol and I’m a Son o f a
Gun,” Grizzard explained it: “The daddy I had
known for most o f my life was a man in trouble, a
man barely hanging on. A man who drank to forget,
who gave me great disappointments, who wasn’t
there the times I needed him most.”
Grizzard’s parents divorced when he was 6. His
father frequently left Grizzard for months at a time.
Grizzard and his mother were poor and had to go
live with his maternal grandparents. Meanwhile,
his father broke nearly every promise he had ever
made to young Lewis. And young Lewis always felt
he was to blame. Regardless o f his father’s many
failings, Lewis always looked up to his father as the
greatest person on Earth.
Grizzard also lived with a heart murmur that the
doctors were never able to fix. At age 47 in 1994, at
the height o f his writing career and after several
open-heart surgeries, Grizzard’s heart gave out.
W hile these hum orists had depressing child
hoods and difficult lives, Buchwald said it’s not all
bad, and that there are advantages to surviving
depression: “ ... a funny thing can happen to you in
depression. If you don’t hurt yourself, you gain
trem endous insights and empathy, find inner
strengths and hidden talents. It’s a mysterious
process, but if you can hold on, you become a wiser
and better person.”

Nathaniel M. C erf is a graduate student at the University o f Montana School o f Journalism
He is also a humor columnist for the Montana Kaimin. His master s thesis is an analytical
study o f Barry's literary style and the development o f American newspaper humor columns.
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Iraq war or Final Four?
Bottom line compromises network news programming
By A v W estin
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Start with this: Last August and
September — just before the open
ing o f the current primetime sea
son — executive producers, produc
ers and correspondents working on
newsm agazines at ABC News
found that their story selection was
being questioned for their audience
appeal by an executive from the
ABC N etw ork headquarters in
Hollywood. His concern was not
the quality o f journalism; he was
considering whether the pieces
would help the ratings o f the
primetime news magazines in the
fall season.
The reason for this close atten
tion was that ABC, in the 20012002 primetime series had suffered
a ratings debacle, and manage
ment had decided that since the
primetime magazines were affect
ing their network rating, the pieces
that those broadcasts did had to
have greater rating potential.
Since the magazine shows compete
in primetime for ratings against
cop shows or hospital dramas, it is
apparently the policy o f the net
work now to insert entertainmentoriented executives into what pre
viously were the inviolate, deci
sion-making processes o f the news
division.
It didn’t happen when I ran
“20/20,” but it’s happening today,
and unfortunately it’s not a sur
prising development. It’s a logical
extension o f a trend that has been
accelerating in the past few years.
Since the ’90s, when the bottom
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line becam e param ount, it has
trumped the editorial line every
single time. It’s never more appar
ent than when the coverage o f the
war in Iraq began. Almost immedi
ately, CBS switched to the NCAA
basketball games, because it had
paid hundreds o f millions o f dollars
for the rights to broadcast the
NCAA March Madness and Final
Four. NBC switched away from
wall-to-wall coverage, which NBC
News had planned to deliver, in
order to carry its regular Thursday
night, highly profitable, entertain
ment program.
News executives at all the net
works were reportedly frustrated
by their inability to continue
broadcasting the news, but the
decision was accepted as necessary.
And ABC News, I’ve been told,
abandoned its plans for nightly
specials because the ratings of
those that they have already done
were so low.
How did we get here?
In the beginning, in the days of
Murrow and slightly before, in the
days o f Bill Paley and Frank
Stanton at CBS, David Sam off and
Bob Kintner at NBC, and Leonard
Goldenson at ABC, television news
and the television news depart
ments were described as the jewel
in the crown. Money was allocated
for news coverage because top man
agement believed it was the right
thing to do. It was not unusual for
budgets to be augmented and for
regularly scheduled programming
to be interrupted if special events
required more funding and more
airtime. News was a loss leader,
bringing the networks and some
aggressive stations tremendous
prestige. In the early days, few
local news operations made a prof
it, some broke even, many lost

money, but that was regarded as
part o f the cost of being in the news
business.
In 1970, things changed dramat
ically. In those days, ABC was
laughingly regarded as half a net
work in a three network race —
sometimes people described it as
the fifth network in a three net
work race.
Usually if a network is No. 1 in
the ratings, its local affiliates are
strong in their markets. If the net
work is number three, the local sta
tions also find that their standings
sag. But in 1970, even though
ABC’s primetime schedule was a
distant third behind CBS and
NBC, the news programs at
KCAU-TV in Sioux City, Iowa,
affiliated with ABC, were so widely
watched that the station ratings
rem ained respectable all night
long.
The quality of the news opera
tion had developed viewer loyalty,
which produced a ratings miracle.
The message from KCAU-TV was
not lost on other stations. If local
news was strong, a station’s rat
ings could be strong, and commer
cial time could sell for higher
prices. All across the country in the
early ’70s, the light bulb went on
over the collective heads of station
executives. The new conventional
wisdom was, “You can make money
from news.”
At first, money-saving techno
logical improvements came along,
with videotape, microwave trans
missions and satellite feeds.
Management invested most of the
savings in more equipment and
larger staffs. The rationale was
simple: better news programming
meant higher ratings, which meant
increased revenues.
But then more and more stations
------ 39
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were sold by their local owners.
New and distant owners had few, if
any, ties to the community.
Television news became the busi
ness of television news. Financial
considerations like the bottom line
and profit margins edged their way
into becoming the paramount ele
ments in decision making. A signifi
cant push concentrated on ways to
increase ratings. The local and net
work strategy: Make sure that what
was supplied was what viewers
wanted to watch.
As one executive producer, who
today is running one of the televi
sion news divisions in New York,
put it, “Whoever is at home watch
ing television creates the natural
line for a lot of stories. There’s
nothing wrong with that, a lot of
tricks go back to tabloid journal
ism. I don’t necessarily consider
tabloid a nasty word, if it sells
papers, or sells soap, or sells us,
and we get ’em into the tent.”
The tabloidization of news did
not occur overnight; it evolved. Its
roots are traceable as far back as
1964, when news on network tele
vision was redefined by the advent
of the half-hour nightly news pro
grams. They doubled the amount of
airtime devoted to news each night.
Local news expanded too, from 15
minutes to a half an hour, to an
hour, and eventually to three-hour
blocks in some markets.
As producers looked for material
to fill those programs, they sensed
a market for gossip, crime, and
glamour, so the trend toward pop
news accelerated. Taking a name
and an editorial cue from the
tabloid gossip newspapers, syndi
cated television shows were created
and rapidly caught the attention of
viewers.
Tabloid television shows pursued
celebrities and murderers with
equal vigor. Unlike conventional
news programs on the networks or
local stations, tabloids were more
than willing to pay for access to sto
ries. Their rating success was not
ignored in the network executive
suites. Titillation meant ratings,
and even staid network news exec
utives began covering stories that
they had previously ignored. The
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Producer A v Westin, whose career has spanned almost the entire length o f commercial
television history, whispers the year he started in the business to his audience at the 2003
Dean Stone Lecture at The University o f Montana (it was 1950).

result: lowered standards in news
judgment, and the beginning of
the spiral o f dumbing-down the
news.
To measure how different TV
news is today compared with its
earlier days, read the introduction
to the 1976 “CBS News Standards
and Practices Manual.” Richard
Salant, then the president o f CBS
News, wrote the opening para

graph o f what was considered to
be the bible o f television news and
public affairs.
“It’s particularly im portant,”
Salant wrote, “that we recognize
that we are not in show business
and should not use any o f the dra
matic licenses or the underscoring
and the punctuation which enter
tainment and fiction may and can
properly use. This may make us a
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Broadcast

"Viewers have become so accustomed to lack o f clarity and inappropriate conclusions
that they do not necessarily expect — and probably could not discern — the difference
between a well-reported story and a below-average one."

little less interesting to some, but
that is the price we pay for dealing
with facts and truth, which may
often be duller than fiction and
drama.”
In Salant’s time, concerns for
ratings on the part o f news man
agement — if they existed — were
not transmitted to the personnel
actually producing the broadcast.
Today they are published weekly in
newspapers, tracked minute by
minute by producers, and are even
chewed over in hallway conversa
tions by entry-level employees. In
1976, 24/7 nonstop news coverage
on cable, with its relentless repeti
tion of speculation and rumor —
frequently with no new details
reported for hours on end — did not
exist. Today, many o f the tech
niques that Salant decried are
accepted as news production val
ues. Indeed they have been adopted
to heighten drama and avoid being
dull at all costs.
Make no mistake about it, qual
ity has also been adversely affected
by budget cuts. The network news
magazines have seen reductions in
their budgets for research, and in
the number o f days allotted to
shooting a story. Time in the editing
room to craft the finished product
has been shortened from an aver
age o f five weeks to sometimes less
than a week. Even at the cash cow
represented by “60 Minutes” at
CBS News, decisions have been
made to curtail overseas trips to
secure critical interviews. Producers
at “20/20” have developed a routine
to conduct multiple interviews:
Groups of individuals are flown to a
central location, a hotel room is
rented, and separate interviews are
conducted one after another all day
long. It saves money.
And cost cutting is not limited to
the magazine programs. The net
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works have closed bureaus over
seas and rely more and more on
video purchased from outside sup
pliers. When I was assigned by
CBS News to their London bureau
in 1960-61, CBS News had bureaus
in London, Paris, Rome, Bonn,
Moscow, Nairobi, Tokyo, Hong
Kong — that’s just the overseas
bureaus. Today they have a bureau
in London.
Experienced correspondents have
had their contracts renegotiated or
terminated if they did not agree to
pay cuts. And at the local level, the
number of hours of news program
ming has been increased in many
stations while the staff size has
been reduced. The bottom line
trumps the editorial line once again.
Budgetary restraints are one
part o f the equation. The other, as
we have said, involves ratings, and
because of them, we are already
w itnessing changes in network
standards for story selection. The
previously cited veteran executive
producer put it this way:
“We’re looking for the top stories
o f the day and the stories that are
going to attract and hold an audi
ence and keep people coming back
to this network. That’s what the
real world is about, that’s the over
all mission.”
That concern for holding the
audience and ratings is definitely a
factor in selecting the men and
women who present the news each
night. It’s safe to say that the net
work evening news programs are
no longer the flagship broadcasts of
the news division. As a result, we
probably have seen the last class of
major anchors on the evening news
program. Upon their retirement,
m anagem ent will face a choice
between choosing successors based
on journalistic credentials or on
cosmetics and personality.

What should an anchor be?
Walter Cronkite will provide the
baseline against which all comers
must be measured. Cronkite paid
his dues beginning with combat
reporting in World War II, domestic
and foreign assignments for United
Press — including Moscow during
the Cold War — assorted Washing
ton beats for radio news, as well as
local TV anchoring. And by the time
he arrived at the CBS Evening
News in 1963, Cronkite knew how a
story was generated, written,
filmed, assembled, and produced. In
short, the viewer shared Cronkite’s
confidence that he knew what was
happening all the time.
When he was selecting the
anchor for the “ABC World News
Tonight” in 1978, Roone Arledge
asked, “If the president were assas
sinated, whom would you watch to
tell the story?” He also asked,
“When the president grants the
three networks a joint interview,
whom would you want to see up
there for ABC News competing
with the opposition?”
These questions probed for two
qualities anchors must have: First,
the ability to cover the big story,
and second, the ability to represent
the news organization for which
they work. Peter Jennings, Dan
Rather, and Tom Brokaw have the
current equivalent o f Cronkite’s
resume, but when they yield their
anchor chairs to the next genera
tion, it is unlikely that their
replacements will bring equal cre
dentials to the job.
Given the current state of televi
sion news decision making, person
ality and on-camera demeanor will
be factored into the nomination.
Journalistic experience has been
downgraded, becoming just one fac
tor among many. If the anchor is
perceived as trustworthy, sincere,
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on, there is less chance that the
viewers will switch away to sample
someone else. It’s a fact in our busi
ness that habits of viewing become
fixed and are very hard to break.
Few people have multiple TV sets
in their living rooms, all tuned to
the evening newscast, so there’s
not much opportunity for side-byside comparison between one
broadcast and another. The result
is that once a news team headed by
an anchor is found satisfactory,
there is little motivation for an
audience to change.
On-camera performance is an
element tacitly acknowledged by
NBC News when it named Brian
Williams to replace Tom Brokaw.
Williams, who has great charm,
good looks and a staccato delivery
style on the air, will nonetheless
show up at a lot of major news
assignments in the next two years,
in order, as Tom Brokaw said, to
“muddy his boots and give him
some stature some feel he current
ly lacks.” He’s on the air from
Kuwait City every day for MSNBC.
The plan is designed to develop an
image of a reporter from the field,
rather than a news reader.
The evening news has changed,
and it continues to change because
there are so many more sources —
two, three, four, cable outlets doing
news all the time. Local stations
are doing more of what used to be
the exclusive provenance o f the
networks. Local reporters show up
in the Gulf, sports reporters are at
the World Series, and politicians in
Washington court anchors with
exclusive interviews. As a result,
the network evening news has
evolved into a sort of mini-news
magazine, a combination of the
news of the day, feature stories and
reports that merit more time or indepth explanation.
Decision making is done under

almost unfathomable time pres
sures. The material is coming in
from all over the world, pushing
against deadlines that are the
unalterable scheduled airtime for
the newscast. Unlike newspapers,
which can hold the presses if
there’s a major late-breaking story,
TV news programs have to be in
when the sweep second hand on
the studio clock clicks over to the
hour or half-hour mark. You can’t
put black on the air. Maintaining
an equilibrium — an editorial equi

This article is an edited
version of the
Dean Stone Lecture
delivered at the
University of Montana by
A v Westin in April 2003.

librium — under these conditions
takes years of experience to accom
plish.
The anchors, who relish the role
of managing editor, play a signifi
cant part in determining what goes
on the air, in what order and for
how long. The more experienced
the anchor, the better the editorial
guidance, not only for the produc
tion staff of the program, but also
for the correspondents who are
reporting from the field. Satellite
technology enables correspondents
from the field to deliver their
reports live while engaging in a col
loquy with the anchor.
There is no doubt that anchors
are relied upon by American view
ers for information, and for clarity
and reassurance. W hoever suc

ceeds Jennings or Rather will be
expected to demonstrate the edito
rial astuteness to retain the confi
dence o f the audience that he or
she knows everything that should
be known about the news o f the
day. Remember the benchmark of
Cronkite. Seeking such an individ
ual from among several candi
dates is not a sure thing by any
means, and here’s why: The new
leaders who are taking over at
networks and local newsrooms are
part o f a generation that learned
its trade under management that
emphasized the bottom line and
ratings.
Journalistic standards or the
need for hands-on experience in
the field were not high on the
agenda. Further, they represent a
generation that was raised watch
ing TV — their thought processes
and attention spans have been
shaped not by ideas themselves,
but by the way those ideas were
presented on TV. Shorter is better,
imagery is as important as sub
stance. Quality is decreasing
because many new-generation tel
evision managers lack the eye for
detail and the seasoning of their
predecessors that gave stories
extra depth and sensitivity. And
viewers have become so accus
tomed to lack of clarity and inap
propriate conclusions that they do
not necessarily expect — and prob
ably could not discern — the differ
ence between a well-reported story
and a below-average one.
Since the ratings are with the
younger and less-discerning view
ers, and since the mass audience
cannot perceive the difference,
there is reason to fear that future
managers will find little incentive
to improve the product. It’s a sad
conclusion to draw, but the down
ward spiral we are now experienc
ing will continue and will get
worse.

Award-winning producer Av Westin started his career 53 years ago at CBS News. He later became executive^
producer o f ABC Evening News. Westin developed numerous programs, including “Inside Edition,” “20/20,”
and “Close-Up,” and eventually became a senior vice president at Time Warner. As a Freedom Forum Fellow,
he wrote a guide to fairness and accuracy in broadcast news. Westin currently directs the National Student
Television Project.
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It is funded by a grant from the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation.
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Gay wedding announcements
gain acceptance across U.S.
,

Newspapers from New York City to Missoula Mont., have started
running engagement and wedding announcements for same-sex
couples — to surprisingly little backlash.
By S h er i V

en em a

t was the simplest of announce

I

ments: “Kara Hagen and Heidi
Bates, both of Missoula, announce

their engagement.” It ran, along with
their picture, in the local newspaper
on a Sunday in early 2002, one of six
engagement notices in the Missoulian
that day.
The other five showed smiling men
and women. A wedding picture also
ran that day, and a bride smiled in an
advertisement for a downtown depart

;

Bates
and Hagen

Kara Hagen and Heidi Bates,
•both of Missoula, announce their
•engagement.
Kara is the daughter of Bonnie
|Smith of Florence and Norman
; Hagen of Great Falls. Heidi’s parents
'are Janice Driver of Great Falls and
1Leonard Bates of Ulm.
i________ !---------------------------------------- ---------*------—
Photo: Kristi Tranter

4 4 ----------------------------------------------------------- --------
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ment store in Missoula, a university
town in the mountains o f western
M ontana

and

the

state’s

second-

largest city with 57,000 people.
Readers who routinely scanned the
social announcements in the Missoulian’s Territory section that Jan. 20
might have done a double take: For the
first time, the Missoulian published a
picture of two women as the betrothed.
_________________ 2003 MJR
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G ay W edding Announcem ents Hagen and Bates, who have since married and have
It happened because Heidi Bates and Kara Hagen
legally changed their last name to Kestrel, were not wanted to be like any other couple getting married.
It happened because the Missoulian editor Mike
trying to shatter a taboo. They just wanted to announce
Mclnally didn’t see why it shouldn’t. “We had two con
their engagement.
“If it broke ground, it wasn’t because I meant to,” senting adults who wanted to make public their com
said Heidi Kestrel, a student in social work at the mitment to each other,” said Mclnally. “I felt that the
University of Montana. “It was because I wanted to do newspaper could help them do that.”
The two women, both 30, met about four years ago
this thing. I didn’t think, ‘Hey, we’re going to be the
first ones, aren’t we important?’ I thought, ‘I’m going to through friends. Sometime in 2001, they decided to
spend the rest of their lives together. They planned a
have my engagement announcement in the paper!’”
Having an engagement notice in the paper is a simple ceremony in Missoula, even though same-sex mar
riage is not recognized in
rite of passage that most women
Montana.
don’t think twice about. You fill
If it broke ground,
For Christmas 2001, friends
out the paperwork, send in a
gave them a wedding planning
\r[w asn't because I meant(to.
photo, pay your money and wait to
book. A year ahead: Pick the site,
see your picture in the paper.
Heidi Kestrel
plan a honeymoon, find a minis
For gay women and men, it’s
ter.
Nine
months
ahead:
hardly ever been that easy. But
Announce your engagement. Six
it’s getting easier.
In mid-August o f 2002, The New York Times months ahead: Book musicians, finalize guest list,
announced it would begin running same-sex commit choose your dress.
“We thought, ‘Oh my goodness, who’s crazy enough to
ment notices. It joined 70 other newspapers in the
country, including the Missoulian, that had already do all that stuff?’” Heidi Kestrel said. But they wanted
adopted that policy, according to the Gay and Lesbian to do some of it, including the engagement notice.
Kestrel asked other lesbian couples whether any
Alliance Against Defamation.
had
tried getting an engagement announcement in the
On the same day that The Times made its announce
Missoulian.
All said no.
ment, GLAAD launched its Equality Project. Its goal:
“I thought, ‘Well, you don’t know if you don’t ask,”’
Within a year, double the number of newspapers will
she said. “So, I asked.”
ing to run same-sex commitment notices.
She sent in the paperwork in early January, along
Within two months, the GLAAD list more than dou
bled. By mid-March of this year, it had grown to 202 with a check for $25 and the photograph that a friend
had taken of them over Thanksgiving. Then she wait
newspapers.
“It’s been just amazing,” said Monica Taher, a ed.
“I thought, ‘They’re going to call and say we can’t, we
GLAAD spokeswoman. “After The New York Times
won’t, you’re crazy, get outta town,”’ she said.
came on board, there was a trend.”
At the Missoulian, a newsroom clerk opened the
The papers range from the 1 million-circulation New
York Times to the Southern Utah News o f Kanab, envelope and showed it to Mclnally.
“My initial inclination was to go ahead and just run
Utah, circulation 3,950. The Washington Post, the Los
Angeles Times and the Boston Globe have all signed it,” Mclnally said.
But he decided to at least give the circulation people
on. In all, newspapers in 46 states, from all regions of
a
heads-up.
And he thought the publisher should weigh
the country, have said they either have or would run
in
on
it
also.
That led to meetings of all department
same-sex commitment notices. The list includes papers
managers
at
the
paper.
in Montgomery, Ala.; New London, Conn.; and Kala
“There
was
some
discomfort but nothing I’d call
mazoo, Mich.
hard-core
dissent,”
Mclnally
said. He called other
At the Missoulian (circulation 32,300), the change
newspapers
in
Montana
to
see
what they had done
came quietly.

Count On I t . . . On-air
J ohn J. O itzinger
Attorney at Law
Oitzinger Law O ffice
Telephone: (406) 449-6390
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Facsimile: (406) 449-6391
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Gay Wedding Announcements —
with similar requests and discov
ered he was pretty much alone.
When the phone rang at Bates’s
house, it was Mclnally. He didn’t
tell her she was crazy. He told her
the paper would run the announce
ment. But first he wanted to make
sure it wasn’t a prank — they
assured him it wasn’t — and then
to warn the couple that they might
get angry letters and threats from
people who saw their picture in the
paper.
The women told him to go ahead:
“Because we’re getting married and
we want the world to know.”
Meanwhile, they also tried the
Great Falls Tribune. O f their four
parents, two live in or near the city,
Montana’s third largest. But a clerk
from that paper told them the
notice would not run; the paper
does not announce engagements
unless they result in legal unions.
Tribune editor Jim Strauss con
firmed this. “If a couple is engaged
to be legally married, then we’ll run
it,” he said.
Strauss remembers the paper
running a wedding announcement
a few years ago for a lesbian couple
who had been legally married out of
state. It was then that he decided
the paper’s policy.
“It seemed like a logical guide
line,” he said. But he’s willing to
revisit the policy, he said.
In Missoula, Bates and Hagen
skipped from newsstand to news
stand on the Sunday morning that
their notice appeared. They bought
several copies. They called their
friends.
In the weeks that followed, they
got no nasty phone calls or letters.
Instead, people recognized them
from their picture in the paper and
praised them as pioneers.
At the Missoulian, operators
were waiting for a flood of phone
calls that never came. A few people

called on Sunday, but M clnally
characterized the callers as more
disappointed
than
outraged.
During the following week, he esti
mated, the paper received about a
half-dozen calls.
“And that may be high,” he said.
There were no letters to the editor
about the notice, either positive or
negative.
Within three weeks, another
issue involving a lesbian couple
made big news in Missoula. Those
women — one of them a University
of Montana psychology professor —
had their home destroyed by an
arson fire shortly after they held a
press conference to announce a suit
against the university over health
benefits for same-sex partners. The
Missoulian put the women’s photos
on the front page.
The blaze, ignited during the
middle o f the night, rousted the
couple and their 2-year-old son but
did not injure them. It enraged
many people in this liberal town
and residents poured into a down
town church to show support. “Hate
hurts” signs went up in windows of
homes, businesses and cars.
And Bates and Hagen got scared,
knowing they may have put them
selves at risk by having their pic
ture in the paper.
“We slept with a bat and a fire
extinguisher next to our bed for
months,” Kestrel said.
Still, while the fire gave them a
jolt, the two women got no angry
letters or threats. If anything, they
received even more praise.
The Kestrels are still cautious.
More than a year later, the arson
fire has not been solved.
Last June, they had a ceremony
at a church in Missoula, with dou
ble rings and a live string trio. They
each had a wedding dress—they
share a story about the bridal shop
clerk, who was convinced she hadn’t

For m ore
inform ation:
The Missoulian —
Engagement Announcement:
http:/ / www.missoulian.com/
brides/engagements /bateshagen-0120.html
Gay and Lesbian Alliance
Against Defamation —
“GLAAD’s Announcing
Equality Project:
Newspapers that publish
same-sex union announcements:
http:/ /www.glaad.org/action
/campaigns _detail.php ?id=3297
Montana Kaimin—
’’Professor’s house gutted in
arson fire”:
http:/ /www.kaimin.org /JanFeb_02 /Weekend _special _edition /w eekendl_2-8-ll02speced.htm
heard right when both of them said
they needed dresses. She repeated
ly pulled out bridesmaid dresses for
Hagen to look at.
They called their ceremony a
wedding — not a commitment cere
mony or a relationship ceremony —
even if it wasn’t recognized by the
state. “I wanted to call it a wedding
because for me that’s what it was,
and that’s what it is: a marriage,”
Kestrel said.
They considered sending a wed
ding picture to the Missoulian, but
decided against it.
“I thought that really might be
asking for trouble,” Kestrel said.
“And it’s not trouble I want. It’s
equal rights, it’s equal protection
and equal recognition under the law.
That’s what I want, and not trouble.”

reprinted from Women's eN ews with permission

Sheri Venema is an assistant professor at the University o f Montana School o f Journalism. In
nearly 20 years in the newspaper business, Sheri has worked on numerous papers including The
Hartford Courant, Baltimore News American, the Arkansas Democrat-Gazette and most recently
at the Portland Oregonian.
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What could be more All-American than the national capitol with a retracting dome?

T ’he uftimate in irony
When satire is taken seriously
By K risten Inbody
hen the Beijing Evening
News reported the U.S.
Congress was threaten
ing to leave W ashington, D.C.
unless the city b u ilt a new
Capitol building, it could have
been the scoop o f the year.
After all, the Chinese new spa

W
■)
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per (with a reported circulation o f
1.25 m illion) had the story before
the W ashington Post and the New
York Times. CNN and Fox News
hadn’t said a word about it.
In fact, the only A m erican
“new s” outlet reporting the story
was the Onion, a satirical weekly

that calls itself “Am erica’s finest
news source.”
The O nion article parodied
Congress as a major league base
ball team. The Beijing Evening
News translated the story and
included the Onion’s drawing o f a
proposed new Capitol building,
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Satire
com plete w ith a retractable
rotunda for daytime sessions.
“If we want to stay competi
tive, we need to upgrade,” the
Onion article jok in gly quoted
House M inority Leader Dick
G ephardt (D -M o.) as saying.
“Look at British Parliament. Look
at the Vatican. Respected institu
tions in their markets. But with
out m odern facilities, they’ve
been having big problems attract
ing top talent.”
Sen. Rick Santorum (R-Pa.)
was named co-chair o f the Senate
R elocation Subcom m ittee and
quoted as saying, “We need a
building that befits our status as
the nation’s No. 1 democratically
elected legislative body. And if
D.C. isn’t w illing to provide that,
I can think o f plenty o f other
cities that would be more than
happy to.”
The article went on to describe
fictional lobbying efforts by San
Francisco civic leaders, who off
ered to finance a $4 billion “Pac

Bell Capitol Building” using a
combination o f private corporate
funds (40 percent), a county sales
tax (35 percent) and a local ciga
rette tax (25 percent).
The
O nion
considers
the
Beijing newspaper running the
story as a victory.
“We had our point proven when
they printed it that they are a big
monolith o f bad communist jou r
nalism, a Citizen Kane-type, big,
terrible, faceless entity,” said
John Krewson, who was the chief
writer o f the Congress story.
The Beijing Evening News did
— begrudgingly — print a retrac
tion noting “when our reporter in
W ashington checked out (the
story), he discovered that some of
its contents were identical to the
Onion’s joke article,” according to
the Los Angeles Times.
“The psuedo-retraction was so
terrible,” Krewson said. “The edi
tor never said, ‘This newspaper is
a joke, and we were absolutely
fooled.’ I find that hilarious.”

The Beijing newspaper retrac
tion read, “Some small American
newspapers frequently fabricate
offbeat news to trick people into
noticing them, with the aim o f
making money.”
“This is what the Onion does,”
it read. “According to congres
sional workers, the Onion is a
publication that never ceases
making up false reports.”
Since then, the Onion has pub
lished a number o f other false
reports on issues ranging from
hostilities with Iraq to an “area
man’s” feeling on friendship.
In an article spoofing North
Dakota as N orth Korea, U.N.
chief weapons inspector Hans Blix
says
of
N orth
Dakota:
“Alarmingly, this barely devel
oped hinterland possesses the
world’s most technologically ad
vanced weapons o f mass destruc
tion, capable o f reaching targets
all over the world.”
Another article reported that
David Forster Wallace’s girlfriend

From the classroom to the newsroom,
the University of Montana played a key role in
these Great Falls Tribune employees’ careers:
Wayne Arnst
Michael Babcock
Dennis Baran
Amber (Underhill) Beckner
Beth Britton
Linda Caricaburu

Leon Lenz
Barbara Mittal
Gary Moseman

Mike Dennison

Matt Ochsner

Mark Downey

Katie Oyan
Jennifer Perez
Jackie (Galt) Rice
Kim Skornogoski

Richard Ecke
Cassie Eliasson
Cathy (Kauffman) Gretch

“The University of Montana was
home to me for two years while
I completed my bachelor’s
degree in English and explored
a new field — creative writing.
The UM writing program offered
me the opportunity to study
with a number o f successful
authors. It was a heady time to
be in the UM writing program,
and the University o f Montana
was a wonderful place to receive
an outstanding liberal arts
education.”

Peter Johnson
Butch Larcombe
Sor\ja Lee

Liz Hahn
Carrie (Hahn) Koppy
Dan Hollow

Take Uda
Paula (Latham) Wilmot
Larry Winslow

2003 Interns
Stacy Haslem and Luke Johnson

m

GREAT FALLS

T ribune

“When I started at UM’s School
o f Journalism, I couldn’t define
or write a lead. The professors’
high standards and emphasis on
practical experience made me a
journalist who wrote for the
THbune’s front page on day one
out o f school.”
----- K im Skornogoski, Tribune
reporter and 1 9 9 8 J-School
grad.

www.greatfallstribune.com

----- M ichael Babcock, O utdoor E d itor
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Satire —
o f two years failed to make it more flavor and no added preser
The error slipped through
through all 67 pages o f his exten vatives.”
because the paper needed a mas
In
an
article
celebrating sive redesign when a photo prob
sively footnoted break up letter,
the kind o f article that questions O ctober as F ilipino-A m erican lem cropped up a half hour before
the very idea o f what constitutes H istory M onth, the E vergreen the Evergreen’s 10:30 p.m. dead
copied a passage reading, “On line, Conrads said.
news.
The Onion was founded by T. Oct. 18, 1857, the first Filipinos
“I will tell you until I die that
Herman Zw eidel, a robber-baron landed on the shores o f Morro any other night that w ouldn’t
relic o f the S pan ish-A m erican Bay, Calif., on a Spanish galleon have gotten through,” he said.
War or by a couple o f U niversity called Nuestra Senora de Buena “The stories honestly were just
o f W isconsin students in 1988, Esperanza, which translates to not read that well. It ju st didn’t
set o ff a red flag.”
depending on w hose story is to be ‘The Big Ass Spanish Boat.’”
The correct translation is: “Our
The error was not a joke the
be b eliev ed . The pa per uses
staff decided to slip in, Conrads
A ssocia ted
P ress
style
and Lady o f Good H ope.”
In response, PinoyLife posted said.
graphics designed to sp oof U SA
comments explaining the infor
“T here’s no way in hell we
Today.
would ever do it intentionally. We
“I guess it’s not too smart to m ation was farcical.
make jokes around here, but we
model you rself after a parody
w ould never purposely put
o f a parody,” Krewson said.
learned you don't just take
racial things in the paper,” he
Twice the Onion has run cor
rections at the demand o f upset Wm&hing and believe it's true, but said.
In a letter to the editor, Bob
readers. Ten years ago, a man
that seems pretty self explanatory.
N ofsinger, a W SU associate
called the paper because his
Daily Evergreen Editor T.J. Conrads J
professor o f com m unications,
daughter was upset to read
recom m ended the Evergreen
Santa Claus had died at the
staff learn three lessons from
age o f 500. He even got his
“You know, some people really the Filipino-American story:
law yer to call the paper. The
1. Gullible journalists (and edi
Onion printed a retraction saying need to learn that ju st because
that while Santa had died, it was som ething is on the Internet tors) finish last.
2. Be a lot more suspicious of
not from a fall as origin a lly doesn’t mean that it is true,” the
reported but from a crack over explanation said. “And this harsh the junk ‘n’ stuff you find on the
lesson is what the Daily Ever Web.
dose.
3. G ood jou rn alism is hard
In another instan ce, then green newspaper learned.”
The Evergreen story was the work; things have to be checked
Wisconsin Gov. Tommy Thom pson
was reported to have proclaim ed first story freshman Kim Na, 18, out against other sources.
Nofsinger pointed out that the
“M asturbation M onth.” His public had w ritten for the newspaper.
T.J. Conrads, the Evergreen’s Evergreen offices are across the
relations departm ent called to
protest, and the Onion clarified it ch ief editor, said Na was not fired street from the WSU Department
but “never came back around” the o f Foreign Languages.
was “Sodom y M onth.”
The entire staff did learn from
“We never heard from them Evergreen.
“It was her first story so we the incident, Conrads said. “We
again,” Krewson said. “They real
gave her some leeway,” Conrads would have to have or we would
ized we could out-silly them .”
n’t be doing anything right,” he
The Beijing Evening News isn’t said.
The D aily E vergreen ran a said.
the only new spaper to have
“We learned you don’t ju st take
recently fallen for an Internet front-page apology and retrac
tion, and C onrads spoke w ith something and believe it’s true,
spoof.
The D aily E vergreen, the m em bers o f the Filipino-A m er but that seem s pretty se lf
explanatory,” Conrads said. “The
newspaper o f W ashington State ican student group.
“Kim is friends with a lot of lesson w asn’t learning w hat’s
U n iversity in P ullm an, copied
inform ation verbatim o ff Pinoy- people in that group so it was offensive. We know that. It was
just a weird night.”
Life, whose motto is “Now with hard for her, too,” Conrads said.

Kristen Inbody worked the speech coverage and feel-good feature beats at the Montana Kaimm
before graduating from the University o f M ontana School o f Journalism in 2003. She has been a
reporter for the Jefferson County Courier and Boulder M onitor. This sum m er she will be an
intern for the M ontana Standard in Butte and then participate in the Washington Center for
Politics and Journalism Sem ester in Washington, D.C.
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N e w R e c r u it s
Young American Indians get the call to journalistic duty

By K evin R. K emper
t’s been more than 186,000 days since European
invaders officially started taking lands and lives
away from the tribes who inhabited the Americas.
Yet, misunderstandings, hatred, and blatant racism still
exist among different races in the United States and the
rest of the Americas today.
The wounds go deep for many.
So it may take a few more days, years, decades or
even centuries before different cultures in the United
States will coexist with complete peace and understand
ing. Or it may never happen.
But that doesn’t stop journalists who care from trying
to make a difference.
One o f the most visible voices is University of
Montana associate professor Denny McAuliffe, an
Osage who has edited copy on the foreign desk of
the Washington Post. He now edits the copy o f Native
Am erican journalism students who write for
www.reznetnews.org. He recruits Native American
journalists through the Freedom Forum, teaches at the
American Indian Journalism Institute (AIJI) at the
Freedom Forum-Neuharth Center at the University of
South Dakota and helps with the Native American
Newspaper Career Conference at Crazy Horse
Monument in South Dakota. McAuliffe also serves on
the board o f directors of the Native American Jour
nalists Association, a nonprofit group dedicated to pro
m oting better journalism by and about Native
Americans.
“My intention always was, and it is quite clear now, to
produce good journalists who happen to be Natives,”
McAuliffe said. “I want walking, eating, sleeping,
breathing journalists.”
McAuliffe gathers those joumalists-to-be from the
entire country, and then funnels them through as many
channels as possible into U.S. newsrooms. McAuliffe,
who resists being in the spotlight, is one of the few peo
ple who has been intimately connected with all of the
major forces behind recent efforts to recruit more Native
Americans into journalism.
To make a difference, the Freedom Forum and the
University of South Dakota’s Department of Contem
porary Media and Journalism cooperate each summer
for the American Indian Journalism Institute, a threeweek boot camp for college-age journalism students who
are affiliated with tribes.

I

AIJI hopes to get students into major newspapers, let
them make an impact and some money, and then per
haps go back to their tribes to run those papers,
McAuliffe said.
During AIJI, students are exposed to writing, editing
and photography by some of the best journalists in the
United States, including Dana Hedgpeth, a HaliwaSaponi who reports for the Washington Post.
Hedgpeth also is vice president of NAJA, which
reflects a growing alliance between the Freedom Forum
and NAJA. In fact, Ron Walters, one of the first students
in the inaugural AIJI in 2001, now serves as associate
executive director for NAJA.
All through its existence, NAJA has been a leading
voice in promoting better and broader Native American
journalism. For instance, students produce the newspa
per Native Voice each year during NAJA’s main confer
ence.
While at the Washington Post, McAuliffe worked as a
mentor for Native Voice. Over the years, the relation
ships between the entities have grown.
Thus, NAJA recently relocated its national headquar
ters to the University o f South Dakota, in the renovated
Freedom Forum Neuharth Center.
And, sources say that this increased level of coopera
tion between various entities has overcome some initial
struggles over how best to recruit Native Americans into
journalism.
‘W e’re working together,” McAuliffe said. “Maybe it’s
a realization that this works. Newspapers are lining up
to take interns at AIJI.”
In fact, Center director Jack Marsh had to turn away
newspapers this year because he didn’t have enough
AIJI students for all the available slots.
A1 Neuharth, the former head of Gannett who found
ed the Freedom Forum and USA Today, has taken a
strong interest in promoting diversity for Native
Americans and other minorities. His influence and
money have made a difference in many of the programs.
Marsh would not detail all the costs of the efforts, but
said that the costs o f AIJI, excluding payroll and over
head, would easily exceed $125,000.
‘W e’re now changing things,” McAuliffe said. “But
now we’re a drop in the ocean. At least it’s a drop.”
Concerns about low numbers of Native Americans
and other minorities in U.S. newsrooms, as well as
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Native American Journalists —
misperceptions and stereotypes in the mainstream
press, have prompted prominent organizations and
Native American journalists to recruit more Native
Americans into newspaper journalism.
The numbers at times can appear to be discouraging.
The number of Native American journalists dropped
from 307 in 2002 to 289 in 2003, according to the most
recent report by the American Society of Newspaper
Editors (ASNE). Still, 289 is an increase of 40 from 2001.
“At least we have some journalists working in the
mainstream media,” said Patty Talahongva, president of
NAJA. “We need to keep promoting them within our
Native communities so that our youth see them and see
what they are doing and will be motivated to strive for
the same.”
The 289 Native Americans are about 0.58 percent of
some 50,000 journalists in U.S. daily newspaper news
rooms. That percentage apparently outpaces the .025
percent of the overall population of those claiming at
least some American Indian and Alaska Native ancestry,
according to U.S. census estimations for 2001.
Still, advocates believe that there are not nearly
enough Native Americans in newsrooms, and those who
are in newsrooms often leave for other professions.
Some journalists o f color are leaving newsrooms
because they want more opportunities for advancement
and challenges, according to a long-term study commis
sioned by ASNE and funded by the Freedom Forum.
“Many of those journalists who left were never
offered the chance to move up into management,” said
Talahongva. “I believe mentoring is the key to getting
more native journalists into the real news making deci
sion positions.”
McAuliffe and others involved in recruiting Native
Americans think it will take years and perhaps decades
before permanent increases are seen.
Many Native journalists “have wiped out,” McAuliffe
said. While there may be many factors, McAuliffe thinks
that those journalists “just weren’t ready for the news
room.”
Cultural differences, lack of education, the need for
higher pay, and racism have been mentioned by
McAuliffe and others as possible reasons for the difficul
ties some Natives had in getting and keeping jobs at
major newspapers.
McAuliffe and others do not seem too concerned about
the recent drop in numbers, despite the efforts to reverse
the trend.

Photo by Lisa Hornstein
J-School professor D enny M cAuliffe (left) shows Native students
Louis M ontclair (upper right) and Lailani O 'D onnell the Reznet
W eb site. The students were at U M to kick o ff an online class called
"Reznet: Journalistic Principles On and O ff the Reservation."

NAJA believes that the number of Native American
journalists has been overstated anyway, as members
don’t want journalists counted as Native Americans if
they are not members of tribes, McAuliffe said.
Those involved with the programs say that the first
students in Reznet and AIJI will start entering the job
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Native American Journalists-----market in the next year or two.
Even so, the numbers of Native
Americans in the newsroom may
take decades to grow substantially.
So, organizers say they are in it for
the long-term, as long as the money
is available and results are ultimate
ly produced.
“It takes
time
to
grow,”
Talahongva said. “We might plant
the seeds with one program and we
might only reap one journalist from
that crop. But we can’t give up.”
To combat the problem of drop
ping numbers, the John S. and
James L. Knight Foundation gave
$250,000 to fund Reznet, a project at
the University of Montana School of
Journalism and the Robert C.
Maynard Institute for Journalism
Education, a nonprofit group which
expands journalism opportunities
for people of color.
Reznet maintains a staff of 20
Native American college students as
freelance writers. The beauty of
www.reznetnews.org is that the stu
dents are across the country at their
own schools, covering tribal commu
nities or colleges. This creates expo
sure for issues and tribes that may
not have much of a voice in the
media. The students earn needed
clips and cash, which help them to
build confidence and resources to
start a newspaper career.
“It’s improved my writing,” said
Craig Henry, a Cherokee studying
journalism and writing for Reznet
at the University o f Oklahoma. “It
taught me a little more responsi
bility. I don’t have someone breath
ing down my neck, saying,
‘Deadline’s coming up! Deadline’s
coming up!”’
Even after a helpful summer at
AIJI and an enjoyable stint with
Reznet, Henry admits he is not fully
committed to a career in newspaper
journalism.
“I’m not sure about newspaper

journalism,” said Henry, who wrote
for his high school paper in Locust
Grove, Okla.
Kaeleen McGuire, a Reznet
writer and a member o f the
Confederated Umatilla Tribes of
Oregon, feels somewhat the same
way. Newspapering interests her,
but she’s not sold yet.
“Print doesn’t get read as much by
Natives,” even though they do read
Indian Country Today, she said.
Her tribe recently obtained a
license for a radio station, so she
might go into radio news, said
McGuire, now a sophomore at Fort
Lewis College in Durango, Colo.
McGuire thinks that more Native
Americans would enter newspaper
journalism “if more people under
stood they could tell a story.”
Also, “they could help fight off
stereotypes that frustrate us,” she
said.
Reznet has helped her to learn
reporting while staying in Durango
and given her a sense of independ
ence, which she likes.
McGuire also appreciates the
heavy editing by McAuliffe, who
admits that he “bleeds” on stories
with a lot of editing. Even so, that
experience of the red "pen has been
softened with the word processor, email, and the personal relationships
McAuliffe builds with each student.
McGuire also is trying to decide
which type of Native American jour
nalism to practice — tribal journal
ism, mainstream journalism or both.
Native American journalists say
that the two different types of jour
nalism do not have to be mutually
exclusive. Some like to work for trib
al papers, which are often owned
by tribes. This allows them to stay
close to family, friends and culture.
Others like to extend their influence
into the larger cities. Regardless,
Reznet, AIJI and similar programs
will empower students to do all of

the above, plus some.
McAuliffe thinks that several of
the AIJI students will make their
marks in mainstream journalism,
then return home to run their tribal
newspapers. He thinks their pres
ence will improve journalism,
regardless of the paper.
Still, Reznet, AIJ, and other pro
grams focus on getting Native
Americans into mainstream news
rooms.
“What is so important is that we
do make a difference,” said Marsh of
the Neuharth Center. “There are
some journalists in Indian country
who think that we are somehow
opposed to tribal media, and that our
efforts are mutually exclusive. That’s
not the case. We just see a tremen
dous need for Native Americans in
mainstream press. We applaud those
who are in tribal media.”
The Freedom Forum also invests
in the Chips Quinn scholarship pro
gram, where students of color work
as summer interns at daily newspa
pers and earn pay and scholarship
money for their return to college.
The program is named for John
“Chips” Quinn Jr., managing editor
of the Poughkeepsie (N.Y.) Journal,
who died at age 34.
In 2001, the first AIJI produced
four Chips Quinn scholars. In 2002,
that number rose to six, with one
landing a place at the Seattle
Times. In 2003, that number dou
bled to 12.
And, McAuliffe said that all of his
Reznet students are AIJI graduates.
Many of those students were intro
duced to journalism as high school or
college students who attended the
Native American Newspaper Career
Conference, held annually at the
Crazy Horse Monument in the Black
Hills of South Dakota.
“We’ve made some strides,”
Talahongva said. ‘W e continue our
work and have dedicated people.”

Kevin R. Kemper, who has European, Choctaw and Cherokee ancestry, studies and teaches at
the University o f M issouri-Colum bia, where he is earning a Ph.D. from the School o f Journalism
and a J.D. from the School o f Law. Kemper, a form er newspaper reporter and owner in
Oklahoma, has a wide variety o f research interests, including freedom o f the press for Native
Am ericans and other m inorities during the Age o f Jackson.
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The beer and the opinions flow more freely, but

Journalism isn’t so different
across the pond
By Ja m e s H a g e n g r u b e r

expected journalism to be dif
ferent in Germany, but noth
ing could have prepared me
for what I encountered on the
first day o f my fellow ship at a
newspaper in M unich: beer vend
ing m achines.
Not only that, but street m usi
cians below my office w indow
played Bach and Beethoven. At
my jo b back at The B illings
Gazette, the only outside noise
I usually heard was street traf
fic and the clacking o f skate
boarders on the n ew spa per’s
patio.
There was also my introduc
tion to the n ew spaper’s top
editors. They sat around a skat
ing rink-sized conference table
listening quietly as I introduced
m yself — all in simple, presentperfect tense German. My “Ich bin
ein Journalist” speech was greeted
with a pause, then the editors
rapped on the table with their
knuckles. This, I was later told, is
a dignified Teutonic applause.
O bviously,
the
differen ces
between journalism in Germany
and the U nited States are deeper
than sounds and suds. In my jetlagged mind, though, they were
all that mattered.
Over the next two months I was
able to explore and enjoy transAtlantic contrasts as part o f the
Arthur F. Burns Journalism Fel
lowship. Each year, 10 journalists
from both the United States and
Germany are selected for the pro
gram, which is named in honor of
the form er U.S. am bassador to
the Federal Republic o f Germany.
Fellows work for their host organ
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ization, as well as cover news for
em ployers at home.
M ost U.S. fellows clamored for
placem ent in B erlin, a highly
com petitive media market much
like New York City. I opted for
M unich, which is home to a more
relaxed culture and the country’s
largest “serious” daily newspaper,
the Sueddeutsche Zeitung (liter
ally: South German Times).

press. Deadlines are a constant
menace. Newspaper bosses here
and there continue to debate the
“to charge or not to charge” argu
ment o f on-line news. And there’s
alw ays at least one polyester
pants-wearing grouch nodding off
in a corner o f the newsroom.
The differences, though, begin
on business cards. In Germany,
reporters are called editors. They
are expected to not only report
and write stories, but also to
pitch in as wire editors for sec
In Germany, reporters are called
tions relating to their beat.
Language is also a noted dif
editors. They are expected to not
ference. My Germ an skills
only report and write stories, but
were slightly better than a
kindergartner’s level. But even
also to pitch in as wire editors for
most o f the receptionists at the
sections relation to their beat.
SZ spoke flaw less English.
M ost
also
spoke
Italian,
The SZ is arguably the coun French, Spanish or Turkish.
Along with the cacophony of
try’s m ost prestigious newspaper.
It has a daily circulation o f about languages were a lot o f different
500,000. A typical edition has at media voices. Germany is the size
least 50 pages — largely advertis o f Montana but with 80 million
ing free —and costs the equiva people and seemingly as many
newspapers. Even a newsstand in
lent o f $1.25.
M y first m onth w as spent the most rural o f German hinter
w orking in the business section. land towns would have stacks of
One o f my new colleagues, Robert three or four different daily news
Jacobi, was a Burns fellow from papers. The media competition is
the previous year. His help was fierce and m ost jou rn alists I
vital in allow ing me to under worked with regularly read at
stand the practice o f journalism least five or six newspapers.
M orning news meetings often
in Germany.
began
with a summary o f impor
Before going further, I need to
tant
stories
covered in other pub
stress that the differences I expe
rienced w ere rela tively minor. lication s. E ver-present at the
Just like every newspaper I’ve meetings was the morning’s copy
worked at in the United States, o f the w ildly popular tabloid
the desks in German newsrooms daily, Bild. The p a p er’s name
are also cluttered. Germany, too, translates to “P ictu re,” which
has law s gu aran teein g a free also describes a majority o f its
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— Germany

The headquarters o f the
editorial section o f the
Sueddeutsche Zeitung
newspaper in Munich.
The paper occupies about
fiv e different buildings
in downtown Munich,
with the editorial
employees occupying the
fiv e floors o f the
center building.

Photo by
James Hagengruber

content. A photo o f a fully nude
woman usually ran on the front
page each day (below the fold).
But Bild also broke enough sto
ries that it couldn’t be ignored.
Weekly news magazines, such
as Der Speigel and Stern, occupy
the highest rung o f journalistic
prestige in Germany. Their inves
tigative stories set the pace for
the daily newspapers and were
the frequent topics o f discussion
in morning news meetings.
Back to the world o f print.
Stories from and about the
United States always had a heavy
presence during news meetings at
the Sueddeutsche Zeiting. If the
Federal Reserve Bank adjusted
interests rates, for example, rest
assured that the news was noted
in even the sm allest German
burg. Fresh copies o f The Wall
Street Journal Europe and The
Financial Times were scattered
throughout the business section
o f the SZ.
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Like other German new spa
pers, the SZ does not have a dis
tinct opinion section. Columns
and news analysis are included in
each section. German journalists
are expected to cover their beats
by writing both objective news
stories, as well as signed com 
mentaries.
My colleagues were surprised
when I told them it was very rare
for beat reporters to write opinion
pieces about the issues they
cover. In their eyes, a good beat
reporter should be something o f
an expert on his or her beat.
Therefore, it was only natural
that a health reporter be called
upon to criticize the government
when social services were cut. It
was also ridiculous, my col
leagues said, to expect journalists
to check their opinions at the door
each morning. So long as the
opinion pieces were clearly
labeled, what’s the problem? I
think they have a point (though

now that I’m back in the United
States, I am obligated to state
that I have no official opinion).
In keeping with the German
cliche o f orderliness, interviews
were ranked on a scale o f open
ness from one to three. If a source
told me the interview was “on a
one,” it m eant everything she
said could be quoted. If it was on
a three, her words were strictly
background. Breaking this trust
was unthinkable. I’m still not
really sure, though, what consti
tuted a “two” interview.
The German Burns fellows who
were working at newspapers in
the U.S. found it odd that most
inform ation printed each day
needed attribution. They also
thought the U.S. media had an
over-reliance on direct quotes from
everyday citizens.
In Germany, journ alists are
expected to talk to many sources
to come up with a holistic view
setting the tone for the article.
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Germany —
You could almost consider it a
“Joe Six-Pack” com posite sketch,
though in Germ any this person is
known as “Otto von N orm al.”
U.S. journalists are told that
objectivity is all-important. Ger
man journalists openly consider
them selves “stew ards o f think
ing.” Their resulting stories often
bear the distinct spice o f an opin
ion. But these biases are fairly
apparent.
German newspapers can’t be
accused o f hiding any agendas.
The SZ was known as slightly
left-of-center. Its main com peti
tor, the F rankfurt A llegem eine
Zeitung, was more conservative not unlike The New York Times
beside The Wall Street Journal.
German journalists take more
liberties with their reporting, but
they are also under greater
scrutiny by the courts. Sources
defin itely seem to have m ore
rights. Last year, C hancellor
Gerhard Schroeder was able to
quash press reports that he dyed
his hair. After a news magazine
repeatedly raised the topic,
Schroeder sued and obtained an
injunction prohibiting the media
from even hinting that his brown
hair is not natural.
One o f the best examples o f
sources’ rights could be found in
qu estion -an d-an sw er-style
sto
ries, which were published daily
in the SZ and other papers. Before
these stories could be published,
the source needed to sign off on
his or her quotes. The source was
also able to make minor changes,
though wholesale content changes
were not permitted.
O la f G ersem ann, a G erm an
business journalist who is sta
tioned in the United States, said
anim osity between the press and
public is more pronounced in the
United States
“I never had a shouting match
with a German company spokes
man. It happens here quite often,”
he said, during a preparation ses
sion in Washington, D.C. before
the fellowship began.
As a backlash to Germ any’s
Nazi past, the nation now gives
huge protections for personal pri
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Photo by James Hagengruber
Liquid refreshments, including several types o f beer, are available in German vending
machines. The beer, Hagengruber reports, was "conducive to dreaming up creative leads."

vacy
and individual rights.
Crim inals are rarely named in
the press. Even in the most hor
rific cases — such as a recent case
o f a northern German man who
had com m itted m ultiple acts of
cannibalism and m urder — only
the first name and last initial o f
the criminal are given.
German journalists were horri
fied to discover the widespread
nam ing and shaming o f accused
crim inals in the U.S. press. They
argued it was the job o f judges,
not journalists to punish citizens.
After working in the business
section, I moved on to the local
news department. This felt more
like home to me. In the business
section, my colleagues wore ties
and had more advanced degrees
than therm om eters. Not unlike
every newspaper in the United
States I have worked at, the local
section o f the Sueddeutsche Zei
tung was filled with quirky peo
ple w ith bad habits. Cigarette
smoke hung in the air — journal
ists still smoke at their desks in
Germany. The afternoon news
meetings were also a kick, espe
cially when the ch ief city editor

handed out bottles of the local
Paulaner, Augustiner or Lowenbrau beer.
My jou rn alist
friends
in
Northern Germany tell me beer is
found prim arily only in new s
rooms in Bavaria, where the liq
uid is considered less an intoxicat
ing substance than an important
source o f food. I noticed no obvi
ous cases o f drunkenness on the
job, but I did discover that beer
breaks were mighty conducive to
dreaming up creative leads.
One o f the many highlights in
the local section was accompany
ing the police reporter to the
m orning crime briefing, where
there was essentially no news
because Munich has less crime
than the moon. The day I was
there, the public information offi
cer told the assembled journalists
about a horse that escaped
froma corral in the suburbs. The
Munich metro area, by the way,
has about 2 million people and
less than 10 murders in a typical
year.
To illustrate their city’s lack of
crime, the SZ’s weekly magazine
once set out unlocked bicycles
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G erm any
around Munich. It took an aver
age o f five days, I’m told, before
the bikes disappeared. Two were
immediately taken to the police.
My last month was spent work
ing in SZ’s W issenschaftredaktion, or science news department.
This is probably the only time I
will ever work for a journalist who
has a doctoral degree in molecular
biology and at a daily newspaper
section where stories are often
footnoted.
The SZ employed about six full
time science journalists. Each has
an advanced degree in science.
There were also usually two or
three “journalists,” who work as
glorified interns.
The journalists are usually stu
dents finishing their journalism
school course work. At the SZ, the
jou rn alists are usually pulled
from the newspaper’s own jour
nalism school. University educa
tion in Germany is free, but jour
nalism school is not. A typical
journalism student already has a
college degree. The students must
take exams and undergo inter
views to enter the schools, which
usually last about a year.
Competition is intense, especially
for the prestigious school run by
the SZ. I’m told only one in 10
applicants is accepted.
With the German economy in a
longtime slump, finding a job has
been very difficult, the journalists
told me. Getting accepted to the
best school is usually the only way
to have a chance at a job at the SZ
or at one o f Germany’s other large
dailies.
I worked in Germany during
the nation’s election season. With
the help o f Burns Fellow ship
alumni — the upper level o f Ger
man jou rn alism
is full o f
“Burnsies” — I was granted ac
cess to campaign events. Press
reception rooms hosted by Philip

Photo by James Hagengruber
Hagengruber in a typical 'Munich biergarten. The city has more than 50 different
biergartens, which fill with M unich residents on summer and fall nights. Besides beer,
the biergartens also sell a variety o f foods, such as pretzels and roast chicken.

Morris were at every major chan
cellorship campaign stop. These
reception areas featured full bars,
excellent food, free cigarettes and
free writing utensils (emblazoned
with the Philip Morris label). The
Philip Morris journalist’s note
book is the best notebook I’ve ever
encountered, by the way.
There are large, philosophical
differences between the German
and U.S. flavors o f journalism.
But what I remember most were
the little things, like notebooks
from a tobacco giant, knuckle

clapping and the fact that most
German journalists get a mini
mum o f six weeks paid vacation
each year.
Call me obtuse, but I can’t help
but focus on the quirky, minor dif
ferences. Despite the 5,000-mile
gap, going to work each day at a
M unich new spaper didn’t feel
fundam entally different from
walking into The Billings Gaz
ette. Both places are filled with
journalists who are committed to
the craft and who love a great
story.

James Hagengruber, 28, covers health and Am erican Indian issues for The Billings Gazette. He
was one o f 10 U.S. journalists selected for the Arthur F. Burns Fellowship in 2002. His story on
Germany’s fascination with Am erican Indians recently won the Burns Prize, which recognizes
the best coverage o f German-American relations. Hagengruber graduated from the University
o f W isconsin-Madison in 1996 after double-m ajoring in political science and international
relations. He has worked at The Gazette for four years.
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The growth of the alt-weakly
Entertainment-oriented weeklies are chasing the youth market
and leaving good reporting and writing behind.
B y B r ia n A

l t e r o w it z

n 2001, the Gannett Company
launched a weekly called the
Las Vegas Mercury. That
Gannett would launch a new
paper is no surprise since
Gannett, with offices in 43 states,
the District o f Columbia, Guam
and five foreign countries, is one of
the largest media conglomerates
in the world. W hat is a surprise is
that the M ercury is touted as
Nevada’s largest alternative news
weekly.
It’s no secret that alt-weeklies
have become more and more main
stream over the last few decades.
This is because the less-than-profitable hard-hitting news is sacri
ficed for the more lucrative arts
and entertainment coverage. Un
fortunately, at the same time good
writing has been replaced with
sass and smarm.
Today, alternative papers tend to
be fashioned after either the
Village Voice or the San Francisco
Bay Guardian. The Village Voice
model focuses on arts and enter
tainment coverage and social com
mentary while the Bay Guardian
model focuses on local news and
local issues.
The first real alternative jour
nalists were the m uckrakers:
Upton Sinclair, Ida Tarbell and
their contemporaries. These writ
ers practically invented investiga
tive journalism, exposing such sto
ries as the corrupt business prac
tices o f John D. Rockefeller and the
horrible w orking conditions at
Chicago meat-packing plants.
Because the material they dis
covered attacked prominent social
figures and institutions, estab
lished papers wouldn’t touch this
work. As a result, a number of
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alternative mediums sprang up to
publish these articles.
The first publication that resem
bled the m odem alternative press
was a communist paper called The
Masses, published between 1911
and 1917. It was the first magazine
to combine art, culture and politics
in a form that challenged taboos
and thumbed its nose at the estab
lishment.
Unfortunately, World War I and
the resulting nationwide conser
vatism killed the first muckraking
movement. Papers that spoke out
against the war met with stiff
opposition, to the point where the
post office refused to ship strident
ly anti-war magazines like The
Masses.
The period between 1920 and
1950 is best summed up by Warren
Harding’s 1920 campaign slogan
for presidency: “A Return to
Normalcy.” It was, to say the least,
a difficult time for the alternative
press. Nonetheless, several papers
managed to publish, albeit with
considerably less radical material
than in previous decades.
In 1955, the Village Voice pub
lished its first issue. The Voice
made its reputation more through
its wit and attitude than its politi
cal ideology, but recruited talented
writers and allowed them artistic
freedom, something no one else had
thought to do.
The success o f the Voice caused
an explosion o f similar titles across
the country. By 1970, there were
more than 400 underground papers
from California to Rhode Island.
After this, alternative papers
began to take a different tack. The
San Francisco Bay Guardian and
Boston After Dark pioneered the

local approach to alternative jour
nalism. These papers focused on
local news and events, reaching out
to the communities where they
were published.
Unfortunately, advertising pres
sures proved too great a lure for
the alternative press, and many of
these papers began to avoid incen
diary news coverage in favor o f arts
and entertainment. This has
become the norm for the alterna
tive press, and while many papers
still have a heavy news emphasis,
almost all maintain a strong arts
and entertainment section.
When independent weeklies
really took off around 1995, their
greatest financial strength was
their ability to capture the youth
audience, said Zach Dundas, music
editor for Willamette Week, an
alternative weekly in Portland,
Ore. He is something of an expert
on alternative papers, having
worked for one or another since the
early 1990s.. The youth audience,
people between the ages of 18 and
40, had a lot of discretionary cash
and led hedonistic, consumptiondriven lifestyles. In short, an
advertiser’s dream.
Since the majority of any news
paper’s income comes from its
advertising, this meant that
between 1995 and 1999, an alter
native paper could hardly not
make money. Cigarette companies,
dot-coms and the telecommunica
tions industry all jumped on the
alternative weekly bandwagon.
During the mid-90s America saw
the greatest economic boom in its
history, and the young, technologi
cal elite were right in the middle of
it.
Everything was going well for
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the alternative press until 1999, when the dot-com
bubble burst. Newspapers, like everyone else, had to
scramble to make ends meet. Alternative weeklies
achieved this by becoming more middle-of-the-road,
and focusing on less newsy events. This attracted a
wider audience.
In addition, it became clear to these papers’ publish
ers that their youthful readership was keenly interest
ed in local bands and events, and not so interested in
hard-hitting news coverage. This led many alternative
weeklies to focus their efforts on the events calendar
and arts and entertainment, which in turn led to a
smaller budget for editorial content, which in turn led
to lower quality writing.
Dundas sees the end result o f this in papers like the
Las Vegas Mercury, which he describes as “a fourthrate imitation o f The Onion with music listings.” Even
more worrisome is that, if these papers do well, they
will ultimately lead established, quality alternative
newspapers down this same road, he said.
That the Las Vegas Mercury isn’t independent is
not reason enough to discount it. After all, the vast
majority of news in this country is published by one
media empire or another. In fact, many alternative
papers are owned by one o f two major companies:
either New Times or Village Voice.
The main problem, however, isn’t independence, but
content. Even casting the Mercury in the best possible
light, it is still glaringly clear that it is not quality
journalism. In the Dec. 9 issue, for example, there
were six stories in the news department and more
than 30 stories in the various arts and entertainment
sections. Since the Mercury is modeled after the
Village Voice, this alone probably isn’t a bad thing, but
when one looks at the writing, things quickly get
worse.
For example, one of the news stories reported in the
Dec. 9 issue bore the gripping headline, “Taxi Drivers
are Drawing Big Tips to Deliver to Strip Club
Customers.” Apparently, this was a new development
in Sin City.
In addition, one of the other pieces, a story about a
local Hanukkah celebration, included this as an exam
ple of its writing:
“A rocking rabbi outfit, inexplicably (since there are
no Blues Brothers references) calling themselves the
‘Schmooze Brothers’ performing altered versions of
popular songs. ‘Twist and Shout’ had the line ‘light the
menorah, now’ or ‘Spin the Dreidel, now’ or something
like that.”
Since the Las Vegas Mercury is owned by one of the
largest media empires in the country, it is somewhat
disingenuous to call it an alternative to anything.

The Mercury has spawned a number of copycat
papers from other media conglomerates, like the
Chicago-based Red Streak and Red Eye.
'Perhaps the most distressing aspect about this
trend is that, without the alternative press, many
newsworthy stories would go uncovered. Stories about
medical marijuana, possibly innocent death row
inmates and corrupt local officials tend to be avoided
or poorly covered by the conventional press, and while
the alternative press is perhaps too zealous in its cov
erage o f these stories, better to have too much cover
age than none at all.
The unfortunate fact is that papers like the Las
Vegas Mercury were created with one thought and one
thought only in mind: Capture the youth audience.
Unfortunately, if they do well, they also run the risk of
turning good alternative weeklies into carbon copies,
essentially causing a repeat of the advertising deba
cles of the ’20s and the ’70s.
While fearful of alternative papers’ future, Zach
Dundas remains hopeful for the industry. Having seen
its ups and downs, he is well aware of the necessity of
good writing, and said that it, above all else, deter
mines the longevity of a paper.

Brian Alterowitz is a recent graduate o f the University o f Montana's School o f Journalism. After graduation he
moved to Seattle, Wash., to pursue a rich, fulfilling career in the food service industry. Sarcasm aside, Brian
hopes to work for a daily in the Seattle area.
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he Bozeman Daily Chronicle is proud
to have University of Montana
journalism grads working to bring news
to southwest Montana.
Quality reporting and editing are two of
the reasons the Chronicle is the state’s
fastest growing daily newspaper. Through
April 2003 the Chronicle had posted
circulation growth in 38 of the last 40 months.

Bozem an
Daily

E

hronicle
r .l
1 7 ______ » ___ _
Ifo
Your Paper

www.bozemanchronicle.com

Working together to make
Montana’s newspapers EVEN better!

University of Montana
School of Journalism

Montana
N EW SPAPER

A S S O C IA T IO N

825 G reat N orth ern B lvd. - Suite 202
P h on e: 406-443-2850; 800-325-8276 (M ontana)
H elena, M ontana 59601
F ax: 406-443-2860 E -m ail: m tnew s@ m tnew spapers.com
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W hetzel Concrete
Construction Co.

Dedicated to

service

excellence...

Matt W hetzel, owner
Cell: (406) 240-3444 o r (406) 880-3316
Home: (406) 726-3316
1594 S. Valley Creek Rd., Arlee, Mont., 59821

Associated Press

...committed to supporting
our localcommunities. I

John W. Kuglin
C h ie f of Bureau
E xpedition Block, S uite 203

iNsrthVfestem

825 G reat N orthern Boulevard
H elena, M T 59601

Energy

(406) 442-7440

/Vlissoulian

>Missoulian

E-M ail: jkuglin@ ap.org
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Mike Mclnally
E d ito r

“ It is a n ew sp a p er’s duty
to p rin t the n ew s and ra ise
h ell.”
Chicago Tribune -1861

(406) 523-5250
Cell (406) 544-4310
Home: 728-7931
Toll-Free in M ontana 1-800-366-7186
500 S. H iggins • RO. Box 8029
M issoula, M T 59807
FAX (406) 523-5294
E-mail: m m cinally@ m issoulian.com
or new sdesk@ m issoulian.com

y e llo w sto n e
n e w sp a p e r s

www.missoulian. com

John VanStrydonck
Pu b lish e r

(406) 523-5201
john.vanstrydonck@ lee.net

500 S. H iggins • RO. Box 8029
M issoula, M T 59807
FAX (406) 523-5221

Bighorn County News
Carbon County News
Dillon Tribune
Glendive Ranger Review
Independent Enterprise Rosebud County News
Lewistown News-Argus
Livingston Enterprise
Miles City Star
Stillwater County News
Terry Tribune
KATL - AM - Miles City

www.missoulian.com
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